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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
A DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING APPROACH FOR AFFECTIVE SENSING OF A
COMPUTER USER THROUGH PUPIL DIAMETER MONITORING
by
Ying Gao
Florida International University, 2009
Miami, Florida
Professor Armando Barreto, Major Professor
Recent research has indicated that the pupil diameter (PD) in humans varies with
their affective states. However, this signal has not been fully investigated for affective
sensing purposes in human-computer interaction systems. This may be due to the
dominant separate effect of the pupillary light reflex (PLR), which shrinks the pupil when
light intensity increases.
In this dissertation, an adaptive interference canceller (AIC) system using the H∞
time-varying (HITV) adaptive algorithm was developed to minimize the impact of the
PLR on the measured pupil diameter signal. The modified pupil diameter (MPD) signal,
obtained from the AIC was expected to reflect primarily the pupillary affective responses
(PAR) of the subject. Additional manipulations of the AIC output resulted in a processed
MPD (PMPD) signal, from which a classification feature, PMPDmean, was extracted.
This feature was used to train and test a support vector machine (SVM), for the
identification of stress states in the subject from whom the pupil diameter signal was
recorded, achieving an accuracy rate of 77.78%.
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The advantages of affective recognition through the PD signal were verified by
comparatively investigating the classification of stress and relaxation states through
features derived from the simultaneously recorded galvanic skin response (GSR) and
blood volume pulse (BVP) signals, with and without the PD feature. The discriminating
potential of each individual feature extracted from GSR, BVP and PD was studied by
analysis of its receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. The ROC curve found for
the PMPDmean feature encompassed the largest area (0.8546) of all the single-feature
ROCs investigated.
The encouraging results seen in affective sensing based on pupil diameter
monitoring were obtained in spite of intermittent illumination increases purposely
introduced during the experiments. Therefore, these results confirmed the benefits of
using the AIC implementation with the HITV adaptive algorithm to isolate the PAR and
the potential of using PD monitoring to sense the evolving affective states of a computer
user.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Problem Statement

In the modern world, computers play a role of increasing importance in many
areas of society, such as e-Shopping, e-Learning and other everyday tasks. However, the
interactions between computers and humans are still limited and mechanistic. Most
commonly, computers react in rigid, prescribed ways to input from humans which, in turn,
requires computer users to distort their intuitive interaction patterns, in trying to
accommodate the responsive style of the computer. But in today’s dynamic social
environment and within the current global information era, computers are expected to
work more conveniently and efficiently. In order to improve the relationship between
human and computers, there seem to be two fundamental alternatives. The first one is to
create a computer system that is designed taking into account how the human mind works,
using that information to attempt to create a machine matched, from its conception, to
that pre-requisite [1]. In contrast, the other alternative is to create a computer system that
would not require the user to adapt to the computer, and instead would make the
computer tailor its responses differently under different circumstances, aiming to always
remain in coordination with the user’s emotional state [2].
With regard to the second choice, Picard [2] developed the concept of “affective
computing” as “computing that relates to, arises from, or deliberately influences
emotions”, in 1997. Affective computing pursues the exploration of the techniques,
which may lead to the development of a computer-adapting system with the ability to
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observe and understand human emotion. In this context, affective sensing, i.e., the
assessment of the user’s affective state by the computer, has been considered as one of
the key challenges to overcome for improvement of the relationship between human and
computers.
Over the last decade, many researchers have carried out studies addressing this
affective sensing challenge, such as the attempts at emotion identification through facial
expression [3, 4], body gesture [5, 6], and speech processing [7-9] in isolation or in
combinations [10, 11]. Among the diverse affective sensing approaches, the monitoring
and analysis of physiological signals is considered as a particularly promising method for
affective assessment, since these signals are inherently controlled by the subject’s
autonomic nervous system (ANS), which means they are less susceptible to
environmental interference or voluntary masking [2].
There are several physiological signals that can be chosen for affective state
monitoring. Along with other physiological parameters such as the blood volume pulse
(BVP), the galvanic skin response (GSR), the skin temperature response (ST), the
electromyogram (EMG), etc., the pupil diameter (PD) has been found to be a
physiological variable that changes with the subject’s mental and emotional state.
However, it has not been fully investigated in its potential towards a solution to the
affective sensing challenge, which may be due to the well-known confounding effect that
the “pupillary light reflex” or “PLR” (i.e., the pupil diameter changes in response to light
intensity variation of the environment), could have.

2

1.2

Objective of Research

This dissertation attempts to explore a way to visualize and evaluate the emotional
state identified as “stress” of computer users, through non-invasive and non-obtrusive PD
monitoring. An adaptive filtering system is developed and implemented with a selected
adaptation algorithm aiming at the minimization of the impact of the PLR on the
measured pupil diameter of a computer user, with the hope that, the resulting “modified
pupil diameter” (MPD), further enhanced by additional post-processing (PMPD), can be
used as an indicator of the PD changes derived solely from the affective response of the
subject, which has been termed the pupillary affective response (PAR).
The success of the proposed adaptive filtering system is verified by the individual
classification performance of features extracted from the PMPD signal. On the other hand,
the stress detection results obtained through features derived from the GSR and BVP with
and without the PMPD signal are fully investigated by the implementation and testing of
multi-feature classifiers based on the support vector machine (SVM) approach. This
comparative study provides an opportunity to determine the advantage of affective
sensing through PD vs. other physiological signals (GSR & BVP). In addition, the
individual detection power of each of the 10 features extracted from the signals measured
from computer users in this project (1 from PD, 5 from GSR and 4 from BVP) is studied
through the corresponding receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve.

1.3

Significance of this Research

The pursuit of this research is to explore the techniques which may lead to the
development of computer systems enriched with affective awareness. This affective
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recognition will enable the computers to select proper strategies as their responses in the
course of human-computer interactions. While this ability could seem somewhat
superfluous in some computer systems, it may be critical for the fulfillment of the main
purpose of some computer-based systems. For example, it has been clearly established
that intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) would benefit from recognizing the emotional state
of the learner, as there are emotional conditions that will lead to more efficient
learning[12, 13].
In addition, the implementation of affective computing system may contribute to
the enhancement of the overall human-computer interaction experience, which may lead
to important benefits for the user. For example, working for long periods in front of a
computer may cause stress and even fatigue to the computer user. These negative
emotions are suspected to be associated with illness and body deterioration. As an
example, Jones points out that stressful life events seem to have an association with the
onset of breast cancer amongst both the general public and medical professionals [14] .
Besides, a large number of studies using different types of methodologies also
demonstrated a relationship between stressors and colds, influenza and other infectious
diseases [15, 16]. If the computers are able to become aware of the emergence of this
“stress”, they could adjust their interaction patterns so as to curb it at an early stage and,
therefore, minimize its negative effects.
In summary, enabling computers with the capability of identifying their users’
affective states will make it possible for them to respond more appropriately to human
emotions, which will greatly enhance the interaction between human and computers.

4

1.4

Structure of the Dissertation

This proposal is structured in the following manner. Chapter 2 introduces the
background information for this dissertation and is concerned with describing the basic
properties of some physiological signals and the ways in which other researchers have
attempted to use those signals for affective sensing. An overview of affective computing
concepts and the emotion model used for this research is also introduced at the beginning
of Chapter 2. It covers an outline of the PD, GSR, BVP and other affective monitoring
modalities. Chapter 3 states the framework of this research, presents an overview of the
adaptive noise-canceling system model, and details the H∞ time-varying (HITV) adaptive
algorithm used for this research. This chapter also includes, the basic ideas associated
with the support vector machine (SVM) classifier and receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) analysis. Chapter 4 describes the experimental methods followed for this project,
from the stress elicitation software to the mechanism of signal acquisition. Chapter 5
presents the PD signal processing results, the total 10 important features extracted from
the signals monitored, and the results obtained using machine learning approaches for the
recognition of “stress” states from these features. Chapter 5 also includes a discussion of
the results obtained. Chapter 6 concludes this dissertation and summarizes further plans
suggested for the amplification of this research.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND

This chapter provides the background information for this dissertation topic. It
begins with the introduction of the affective computing concepts, followed by the
description of the autonomic nervous system (ANS), which controls the physiological
response related to a subject’s emotional status. The third section outlines the model of
emotion used in this research and presents selected examples of prior work in recognizing
emotion from physiological changes. This chapter also presents three different types of
physiological signals used in this research for the purpose of affective sensing: the pupil
diameter (PD), the galvanic skin response (GSR) or electrodermal activity, and the blood
volume pulse (BVP). Additionally, a brief introduction to the study of stress and the
experimental methods to analyze the stress phenomenon is included. The final section
shows some examples of other prior investigations related to experiments designed to
detect emotion from physiological signals.

2.1

Affective Computing Concepts

Affective computing, one of the emerging areas in the field of human-machine
interaction studies, is the exploration of techniques that enable computer systems to sense
and adapt to the affective state of their user. According to Picard [2], affective computing
involves not only emotion detection, but also extends to the implementation of emotions,
and attempts to give the computer the ability to recognize and express emotions. Barreto
[17] identified three key components in the affective computing process initially
proposed by Hudlicka [18] in 2003:
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(i)

Affect Sensing and Recognition;

(ii)

User Affect Modeling / Machine Affect Modeling;

(iii)

Machine Affect Expression.

The interaction of these key processes involved in an Affective Computing
implementation is shown in Figure 2-1.

Affective
Sensing

COMPUTER
User’s
affective
model
Pre-Programmed Interplay

USER

Computer’s
affective
model

Affect
Expression

Figure 2-1: Affective computing process diagram [17]

From the figure above, it is clear that affective sensing is a core aspect of affective
computing in general. To date, a variety of approaches have been proposed to meet the
challenge of affect recognition, including the use of speech processing; facial expressions;
body gesture; and psychophysiological measures, etc.. This dissertation focuses on
affective reorganization by monitoring of psychophysiological signals, with the
advantage that they reflect autonomic nervous system (ANS) reactions and are thus
difficult to intentionally distort or supress. Thanks to recent improvements in wearable
remote sensors and complex pattern recognition algorithms, the real-time differentiation
of user affective states may be applicable to real-world human-machine collaboration in a
near future.
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2.2

Autonomic Nervous System

Generally, the autonomic nervous system (ANS) is a regulatory structure
transmitting impulses from the central nervous system to peripheral organ systems, which
helps human adapt to changes in their environment. On the basis of functional differences,
the ANS is mainly divided into three separate systems, the sympathetic, parasympathetic,
and enteric nervous systems. The enteric nervous system is generally accepted today as a
separate system whose main function is to innervate the gut region of the body, although
traditionally it was not included as a major division of the ANS[19]. Knowledge about
the basic structure and function of the ANS is very important to understand
psychophysiological phenomena. The ANS affects organs, such as the heart and the
sweat glands, which are the focus of psychophysiology. In addition, the ANS activity
mediates stress responses and emotional arousal, which are two core concepts of the
mind-body interface as well as many psychosomatic diseases.
The sympathetic nervous system (SNS), as a part of the ANS, originates in the
thoracic and lumbar regions of the spinal cord, and regulates many homeostatic
mechanisms in the human body. Fibers from the SNS innervate tissues in almost every
organ system, providing some regulatory function to phenomena as diverse as pupil
diameter, gut motility, and urinary output. When fully activated, this division readies the
body for a crisis that may require sudden, intense physical activity, which is commonly
known as the “fight-or-flight” response, and corresponds with arousal and energy
generation.
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On the other hand, the parasympathetic nervous system (PSNS) of the ANS
originates in the brain stem and the lower part of the spinal cord, and typically functions
in opposition to the SNS. This division stimulates visceral activity and is associated with
the relaxation of the body, which is known as a "rest and digest" response. Its activation
promotes a return of several organs to regular function, and enhances digestion.

Figure 2-2: Pathway of the autonomic nervous system

The SNS and PSNS systems are shown in the Figure 2-2 above, which may work
independently with some structures innervated by only one division or the other.
However, they may also work jointly to control a given stage of a complex process. In
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general, the sympathetic division typically functions in actions requiring quick responses
such as emergency, stress or exertion. The parasympathetic division functions with
actions that do not require immediate reaction (e.g., under resting conditions). A general
comparison between these two divisions is summarized in Table 2-1 (from[20]), where α
and β are two classes of sympathetic receptors.
Table 2-1: Functional comparison of SNS and PSNS divisions of the ANS

Structure

Sympathetic stimulation

Parasympathetic stimulation

Heart

Increased rate

Decreased rate

Increased contractile force

Decreased contractile force

Lungs

Bronchodilation

Bronchoconstriction

Kidneys

Decreased output

No change

Abdominal

Constricted

None

Muscle

Constricted (α)
Dilated (β)

None
None

Skin

Constricted

None

Liver

Glucose release

Slight glycogen synthetic

Blood glucose

Increased

None

Pupils

Dilated

Constricted

Sweat glands

Copious sweating

None

Basal metabolism

Increased up to 100%

None

Skeletal muscle

Increased strength

None

Systemic blood vessels

2.3

Model of Domain Mapping between Psychology and Physiology

Half a century ago, John Lacey (1959) [21] published an influential review, which
pioneered research on the use of psychophysiological approaches to evaluate
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psychotherapeutic outcomes. These studies have been amplified and expanded by more
recent investigations. In 1990, Cacioppo and Tassinary [22] proposed a model for the
relationship between physiological events and psychological or behavioral processes,
which maps physiological variables to an emotion space. The development of such model
is essential for the affective recognition through unique ANS patterns.

Figure 2-3: Relationship map of physiological events and psychological processes [23]

Figure 2-3, above, shows a depiction of relations between the psychological
constructs of relaxation, orienting, startle, and defense and the physiological measures of
heart rate (HR) and skin conductance response (SCR). Later, Cacioppo proposed that the
use of mathematical combinations of physiological features could lead to a better
discrimination of psychological states [23].
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This dissertation assumed a mapping of psychological processes to the
physiological domain and investigated affective assessment through features extracted
from single signals individually, and through features mathematically combined from
multiple physiological signals, using digital signal processing methods, and machine
learning classification algorithms.

2.4

Physiological Signals

The autonomic nervous system, as a part of the peripheral nervous system, has far
reaching effects, including its control of: pupil diameter, skin resistance, heart rate,
digestion, respiration rate, breathing, etc.. Therefore, observation of these physiological
variables is a critical mechanism to detect a user’s affective state.
For the research work developed in this dissertation, the pupil diameter (PD) was
chosen to be monitored in a non-invasive way for affective sensing. Two other
physiological signals, galvanic skin response (GSR) and blood volume pulse (BVP) were
also measured simultaneously for comparison purposes. Other physiological signals, such
as the electrocardiogram (EKG) and the electroencephalogram (EEGs) were not chosen
for this study due to the difficulty of measuring them within the “normal”
human-computer interaction environment.

2.4.1 Pupil Diameter
The human pupil is a circular aperture at the center of the iris of the eye, through
which light passes to the retina. Generally, the human pupil has a rapid reaction to stimuli
(within 2 seconds). The pupil can constrict to 1.5 mm, and dilate to as much as 9 mm.
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These constriction and dilation are controlled by two opposing sets of muscles in the iris,
the sphincter and dilator pupillae, which are governed by the sympathetic and
parasympathetic divisions of the autonomic nervous system (ANS)[24]. The sympathetic
ANS division, mediated by posterior hypothalamic nuclei, produces enlargement of the
pupil by direct stimulation of the dilator muscles, which causes them to contract [25].
Pupil constriction is caused by excitation of the circular pupillary constriction muscles
innervated by fibers from the parasympathetic division. The motor nucleus for these
muscles is the Edinger-Westphal nucleus located in the midbrain. Sympathetic activation
brings about pupillary dilation via two mechanisms [26]:
(i)

An active component arising from activation of radial pupillary dilator
muscles along sympathetic fibers;

(ii)

A passive component involving inhibition of the Edinger-Westphal nucleus.

2.4.1.1 Pupilllary Light Reflex

For years, light intensity has been considered as the major determinant of the
pupillary response. The pupil controls the amount of light coming into the eye by varying
its own size (diameter). The light penetrating the retina travels through all the optic media
in the eye, undergoing refraction and reflection at each medium boundary.
The pupil diameter or pupil size generally defines the optical properties of eye
and also determines the amount of light falling on the retinal surface. The pupillary light
reflex (PLR) designates the mechanism by which the human pupil changes its diameter
inversely to the amount of light striking on the retina [26]. For example: under normal
conditions, when the light intensity increases, an stronger activation of the
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parasympathetic division of the ANS will cause the constriction of the circularly arranged
pupillary sphincter muscle (with a delay), which will result in a compensatory reduction
of the pupil diameter [27]. Consequently, the reduced PD will cause a smaller pupil area,
which will also reduce the light flux impinging upon the retina. The basic scheme of this
behavior is shown as a negative feedback system in Figure 2-4.

IL

PD

LF  IL  A

A  PD 2

Figure 2-4: Functional representation of the PLR system.

In this way, the pupillary light reflex mainly functions to help the eyes adapt
rapidly to variable lighting conditions. A typical PLR response for a step illumination
increase can be shown in the following Figure 2-5.

Figure 2-5: A typical PLR response
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2.4.1.2 Pupillary Affective Response

Several studies have pointed out that there are multiple factors that can cause
pupil diameter increase. Anticipation of solving difficult problems, even thinking of
performing muscular exertion, etc., will cause slight increases in pupil size.
As early as the 1850s, Charles Darwin related pupil dilation to fear and other
emotions in animals, in his book [28]. In 1978, Hess referred that other kinds of
anticipation may also produce considerable pupil dilation [29]. Grings and Dawson also
suggested that pupil size variation was also related to cognitive information processing.
This, in turn, relates to emotional states (such as “stress”) since the cognitive factors play
an important role in emotions [30]. By the end of the 20th century, Kennedy and his
colleagues have also proved that the pupil size increases as the mental workload does
[31]. More recently, Partala and Surakka found, using auditory emotional stimulation,
that the pupil size variation can be seen as an indication of affective processing [32].
The physiological foundation for the pupillary response to affective stimulation is
that the pupil diameter is controlled by both the sympathetic and the parasympathetic
divisions of the autonomic nervous system (ANS) [25]. Depending on a person’s physical
or mental state or the kind and intensity of stimulus applied to that person, the nervous
system transmits neuronal signals that either cause the pupil to dilate or to contract [32].
Particularly, when the sympathetic division of the ANS is activated (e.g., due to stress),
the pupil diameter is increased, and while the parasympathetic division predominates
(e.g., during relaxation), the pupil size is reduced [33, 34]. As mentioned before,
parasympathetic activation produces reduction of the pupil diameter by direct excitation
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of the circular pupillary constrictor muscle. In contrast, the pupil dilation promoted by the
sympathetic division is contributed by central inhibition of the Edinger-Westphal
complex of the oculomotor nucleus in the midbrain, which is the motor center for the
parasympathetic pathway. Inhibition of this complex results in relaxation of the pupillary
sphincter muscle, which leads to enlargement of the pupil [25]. In addition, sympathetic
activation produces pupil dilation directly by contraction of the radial pupillary dilator
muscle.
From the physiological description presented above, it is clear that pupil size
variation can be also related to a subject’s emotional state, since it impacts his/her ANS.
This has led to the prospective monitoring of the pupil diameter variations to evaluate the
affective state changes during human-computer interaction. In this study, a computer
game was used to elicit “stress” in computer users, and the degree to which the pupil size
can be associated with other physiological reactions relating to the appearance of this
emotion were investigated.

2.4.1.3 Pupil Diameter Measurement

There are several techniques available for the pupil diameter measurement, which
can be mainly classified into two types, intrusive and non-intrusive techniques. The
intrusive techniques require attaching some device, such as contact lenses or electrodes,
in physical contact with the subject. However, intrusive techniques would not be practical
to implement during ordinary human-computer interactions. Therefore, this research
focused on the use of non-intrusive pupil diameter measurement techniques.
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For over a century, the non-intrusive assessment of pupil diameter relied on
photographic techniques, which are limited by their temporal resolution and lack of
real-time capability. The eye of the subject would be first filmed during the experiment.
Then, the film would be projected on a screen and the size of the pupil in each frame
would be measured manually with a ruler or electronically with a photocell [30].
Beginning in the second half of the 20th century, electronic systems for imaging the pupil,
including TV-based systems, were interfaced with newer computer technologies to
provide more accurate assessment of pupil diameter. Currently, automatic vision-based
instruments such as eye-tracking systems can be used to measure pupil size variations,
which make use of illumination devices and cameras for image acquisition and
processing.
In this study, the subject’s eyes were monitored with a desk-mounted pupil
diameter measurement eye tracking system, TOBII T60 (Figure 4-8) running on a PC to
extract the values of pupil diameter with the sampling rate of 60Hz. The TOBII system
estimates the diameter of both eyes every 1/60 second, and the average (left + right / 2)
was used as the instantaneous pupil diameter value, in each case.

2.4.2 Galvanic Skin Response
It is well known that when a person is experiencing stress or nervous tension, the
palms of his/her hands tend to become moist. This is because of the activated sweat
glands in these areas of the body, which have been filled with sweat (a hydrate solution
of water and salt). Skin with higher water content will conduct an electric current more
easily than dry skin, since a hydrated sweat gland provides less resistance for the passage
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of an electric current. In other words, increased activity in the sympathetic nervous
system will result in increased hydration in the sweat ducts and on the surface of the skin,
which will result in a decrease of skin resistance (increase in conductance).

This

emotional sweating can be measured by recording the conductance of a low-level
electrical current as it is affected by changes in perspiration in a skin zone such as the
hand or fingers [35] . This kindof change in electrodermal conductance has been termed
as the galvanic skin response (GSR).
A single GSR response is shown in Figure 2-6 .
GSR respnse

Amplitude

voltage (volts)

Latency

Half
Recovery
Time

Rise
Time
Stimulus

time (seconds)

Figure 2-6: A typical GSR response

The GSR sensor selected for this research is a GSR2 module, by Thought
Technology LTD (West Chazy, New York), which was placed at the middle and ring
fingers of the subject. The GSR signal from this sensor was recorded at the sampling rate
of 360 samples/second, with a data acquisition system.
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2.4.3 Blood Volume Pulse
As early as 1963, researchers found that the heart rate (HR) is a very selective
autonomic indicator of psychological stress [36]. Normally, the HR can be measured by
monitoring the blood volume pulse (BVP) or the electrocardiogram (ECG) of the subject.
Although, the ECG measurement is able to give a more precise estimate of
instantaneous heart rate, by detecting sharp R-wave peaks, the application of ECG
electrodes would be impractical for normal computer users. In contrast, the BVP
measurement can be achieved merely by using a back-scatter photoplethysmograph (PPG)
in the finger, to measure the blood volume in skin capillary beds. Therefore, in this study,
BVP was selected to obtain the heart activity information with the advantage that it only
requires the subject to attach a comfortable finger clip with a built-in BVP sensor.

Voltage (volts)

A typical example of the BVP signal is shown in Figure 2-7

Amplitude

Period (IBI)

Time (seconds)

Figure 2-7: A typical BVP signal
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Photoplethysmograph (UFI Model 1020-FC) was selected. This sensor was attached to
the tip of the left index finger to measure the subject’s BVP signal, which was sampled at
the rate of 360 samples/second to ensure a high enough resolution.

2.4.4 Additional Sensing Modalities
Besides the PD, GSR and BVP signals, there are other sensing modalities that can
be monitored for affective sensing, such as skin temperature (ST), blood pressure (BP),
respiration, electromyogram (EMG) etc..
It has been proven that under sympathetic stimulation, the blood volume in the
finger vessels is expected to decrease due to the vasoconstriction in the hairless areas of
the hand but not in the hairy skin of the hand [37]. Accordingly, the finger temperature
should exhibit a decrease as a response to stress, which implies that the finger
temperature could be treated as an indicator of sympathetic activation.
Moreover, in 1980, Selye [38] mentioned in his book “Guide to Stress Research”
that raised blood pressure was associated with the increase of stress. Therefore, the blood
pressure could also be considered as another potential signal to use for affective sensing.
Similarly, faster and deeper respiration can be caused by both physical activity
and emotional arousal, whereas slower and shallower respiration is expected to be
observed during relaxation periods of study that include emotional changes in the
subjects [39].
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The electromyogram (EMG), detects surface voltages that occur when a muscle is
contracted. It has been used in the studies of emotional valence and emotional stress by
Lang, Cacioppo and Tassinary [22, 40].
In this dissertation, these signals were not selected for the purpose of affective
sensing due to the fact that most of them require complex monitoring systems which are
very impractical for application in the context of human computer interaction. The
monitoring techniques used in this research are all non-invasive and fairly non-intrusive
methods.

2.5 The Concept of Stress

Nowadays, “stress” has become a very popular word all over the world. However,
its definition is still somewhat inconsistent across some disciplines (psychology,
biomedicine or sociology). Although the term “stress” has appeared in the index of
Psychological Abstracts since 1944 [41], the evolution in the study of psychology since
then has not necessarily helped to fully clarify the meaning of this term.
Generally, modern stress research is based on the work of the American
physiologist Walter B. Cannon and his colleagues, who considered stress as a syndrome
of “fight-or-flight” activity in the sympathetic nervous system [42]. In 1970, McGrath
suggested that stress was “a (perceived) substantial imbalance between demand and
response capability, under conditions where failure to meet demand has important
(perceived) consequences” [43]. The debates surrounding the characterization of stress
have never stopped over the years. For example, Cox [44] stated that “Stress can be
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defined as a psychological state which is part of and reflects a wider process of
interaction between individuals and their work environment”.
There have been numerous experimental paradigms used for the investigation of
the stress phenomenon. The following is a brief review of key relevant studies.
One approach is the scanning test [45], which presents participants with pictures
that have sexual, aggressive or neutral content and records the subject’s eye movement. It
is proposed that anxious people are likely to be hyper-vigilant for threatening stimuli,
which means that they will scan the environment for threatening information more
rapidly and more thoroughly than non-anxious people. On the other hand, the
distractibility task was also used to investigate the distracting influence of threatening and
neutral stimuli by Mathews and MacLeod [46] in a dichotic listening experiment, which
requires participants to “shadow” (speak aloud) spoken passages that are played through
one channel of a pair of stereo headphones. They found that stressed people were more
easily distracted by threatening stimuli than by non-threatening stimuli, and that this
occurs through pre-conscious processes.
Many of these stress studies appear to suggest that stressed or anxious people
perform cognitive tasks differently from non-stressed people. For the experimentation
involved in this dissertation a Stroop Color-Word Interference Test was chosen. This
paradigm allows for the elicitation of both “relaxation” and “stress” during the
experiment, which will be described in detail in chapter 4. Ultimately, the goal of this
research is the differentiation of these two states from each other through the processing
of the monitored pupil diameter signal.
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2.6

Previous Experiment Designs for Affective Sensing

Previous sections have outlined why a psychophysiological signal (e.g. pupil size,
skin conductance, heart rate, respiration, blood volume pressure) is expected to reflect
involuntary ANS reactions. To the extent that distinct emotions prepare the organism for
distinct behavior, they ought to result in distinct physiological features. This is the
fundamental rationale for using specific indicators derived from physiological signals to
recognize a particular affective state.
Recently, a variety of different research approaches have been developed for
affective sensing under experimental conditions, and there is now an abundant literature
on this topic. The following is a brief review, focusing on stress studies.
A implicit human-robot cooperation system was developed by Rani and her
colleagues in 2002, which is based on psychophysiological measures [47]. The
participants in their experiment played video games with varying difficulty levels of
mathematical problems and performed an anagram task with varying difficulty to
stimulate mental stress.
Heart rate, blood volume pulse, and skin conductance signals were monitored by
Ward and Marsden [48] to assess user’s responses within web page interaction cases. The
specific experimental context focused on interactions with “poorly designed” software.
Researchers from Prendinger’s group implemented a mathematical quiz game
where subjects were instructed to sum up five successively displayed numbers and were
then asked to subtract the i-th number of the sequence ( i  4 ). Subjects competed for
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the best score in terms of correct answers and time while their GSR and BVP signals
were monitored for the purpose of emotion recognition.
Partala and Surakka [32] presented an empirical study of the affective sensing, via
a specific psychophysiological measure, pupil size, using the international affective
digitized sounds (IADS) system to elicit different affective status including stress. Their
study demonstrated that the pupil size in human subjects increases following emotionally
significant auditory stimuli. These findings, coupled with the increasing effectiveness
of eye-tracking systems, show promise for the development of real-time user affect
assessment methods.

2.7

Summary

In this chapter, the physiological background related to the signals monitored in
the project (PD, GSR and BVP) has been described, followed by the introduction of the
affective computing concepts and a basic description of the autonomic nervous system. In
addition, some modalities used in other research studies were presented as well. The
literature related to the concept of stress was briefly reviewed. Finally, some experiments
related to emotion recognition (especially those related to stress detection) were
summarized.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY

The aim of this research is the development of a system for computer user stress
detection through pupil diameter monitoring, to fulfill the affective sensing requirements
of a prospective affective computing system. It is known that both illumination intensity
and affective state changes can modify the size of the pupil. However, for this study, only
the pupil diameter variations associated with the computer user’s affective state are of
interest. Therefore, we propose to use an AIC system with the HITV adaptive algorithm
to remove the PLR component from the measured PD signal of the subject, by involving
an independent measurement of the light variations experienced by the user. Accordingly,
the output of the AIC, the MPD signal, will be an estimation of the PAR. To implement
the actual detection of stress, additional post-processing is applied to the MPD signal
obtained from the AIC, resulting in the PMPD signal. Ultimately, a feature derived from
the PMPD signal is normalized and applied to a classification algorithm for stress
recognition. On the other hand, classification of the same states of the computer user
based on features extracted from the simultaneously monitored GSR and BVP signals
was also investigated, to compare the performance of these two approaches to the
affective assessment.

3.1

Framework of Research

The framework for the research is summarized in Figure 3-1 below, which
provides a schematic overview of the human-machine interaction context where affect
recognition is attempted.
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The complete affective sensing system is described in the big box on the left
region in this figure. If the affect sensing process is able to determine the emotional state
of the computer user, the next affective controlling action would be decided based on the
affective state information along with other environmental inputs. The activity between
the human being and the machine is shown as an interaction loop.

Interaction
Loop

Physiological
Signal Monitoring

Affective
Detection through
Signal Processing
Method

Affective
Recognition
through Machine
Learning
Algorithm

Feature
Selection
and
Extraction

SVM

PD
GSR
BVP

Affective
Controller

ROC

Affective Sensing

Affective Controlling

Figure 3-1: Human-computer interaction framework. This doctoral research focuses on the
section of this diagram enclosed by the biggest box, to the left of the diagram.

As indicated in this diagram, the scope of the work developed in this dissertation
is composed of three modules:
(i)

Physiological signal monitoring;

(ii)

Affective detection through signal processing methods;

(iii)

Affective recognition through machine learning algorithm.
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In the first module, the physical changes of the computer user are recorded by
sensing the physiological signals chosen: PD, GSR and BVP. Although affective sensing
through the PD signal is the main concern of this study, the other two signals were
recorded simultaneously to provide a basis for comparison between the novel approach
(PD) and approaches previously proposed by other researchers (GSR and BVP). After
signal collection, these 3 signals were analyzed with different digital signal processing
techniques, in the second module, to extract important emotion-related features. The
physiological features obtained are the input for the third module, which is the actual
affective recognition system. An SVM pattern recognition algorithm was evaluated for
the implementation of this module, to identify and classify the probable affective state
associated with the physiological signals recorded. And a ROC analysis of these feature
indicators was performed, as well.
The focus of this dissertation is on affective sensing rather than on affective
controlling, (block shown in bottom-right of Figure 3-1), where the development of an
“affective controller” would modify the way in which the machine participates in the
interaction, based on the results of the affective sensing block.
Additionally, it should be pointed out that the emphasis of this project was on
answering the following questions, in a general sense:

Q1 Is it feasible to process the pupil diameter signal to minimize the impact of
illumination intensity on pupil diameter changes?
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Q2 Can an Adaptive Interference Canceller (fed with the measured PD and the
illumination intensity signal) yield a modified pupil diameter signal that is less impacted
by the pupillary light reflex?
Q3 Will the PD signal provide a better assessment of the affective status of the subject
than other physiological signals such as GSR and BVP?

To obtain an initial answer to these questions, which could provide the directions
for future developments and implementations, the experiments in this dissertation were
performed under artificially controlled conditions, constraining the influence of
environmental changes or additional effects on the subjects to just those planned as part
of the experimental protocol. It is clear that the conditions for everyday human-computer
interaction are not normally controlled in these ways.
Finally, it should also be noted that in this attempt to provide initial answers to the
questions posed above, no specific emphasis has been placed on the possibility of
implementing the analysis methods developed for on-line, real-time performance. All the
processing mechanisms described in the following chapters were implemented off-line,
on data recorded during experimental sessions that took place before the processing.

3.2

Adaptive Interference Canceller System

An AIC system is an adaptive mechanism known to be able to remove an
unwanted component from a signal, under the assumption that a sample of the unwanted
component can be obtained. The kernel of this mechanism is an adaptive filter, which
processes the adaptive algorithm to implement the function of noise canceling.
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3.2.1 Adaptive Interference Canceller
The basic AIC is a two-input-one-output system, whose structure is illustrated in
Figure 3-2. An uncorrelated noise signal transmitted over the top channel is the primary
input, d(k), and the bottom channel receiving the signal, which is uncorrelated with the
desired signal s(k), but correlated with the interference n(k), is the reference input r(k).
The output of AIC, e(k), is the channel for the expected noise-removed signal.
As described in the previous paragraph, the mathematic schemes of the AIC can
be written as:
Primary Input:

d (k )  s (k )  z (k )

(3.1)

Reference Input:

r ( k )  n( k )  u (k )

(3.2)

System Output:

e(k )  d (k )  y (k )  d (k )  zˆ (k )  sˆ(k )

(3.3)

where,
 s(k) is the signal of interest;
 z(k) is the interference in the primary sensor;
 n(k) is the actual source of the interference;
 u(k) is the measurement noise.

The practical objective of this AIC is to produce a system output e(k), which is a
best estimation of the interested signal s(k). This objective is accomplished by feeding the
system output (error) back to the adaptive filter and using it to adjust the filter through an
adaptive algorithm to minimize the error signal.
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Figure 3-2: AIC system structure
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3.2.2 Adaptive Filter
In the AIC system, the essential part is an adaptive transversal filter (ATF), which is
similar to a finite impulse response (FIR) filter. However, its coefficients are adjustable
weights, w(k) that are changed with every new sample acquired and processed (shown in
Figure 3-3 below).
r(k)

z-1

w0(k)

r(k-1)

z-1

r(k-2)

w1(k)

z-1

r(k-m)

w2(k)

wm(k)

∑

y(k)

Figure 3-3: Adaptive filter mechanism [49]

The function of the ATF is processing the reference signal r(k) to produce an output

y (k )  zˆ (k ) that is an approximation of z(k). The state space model of the ATF is given
by [50]:
w(k  1)  w(k )  w(k)

(3.4)

d (k )  r (k )T w(k )  v(k )

(3.5)

z (k )  r (k )T w(k )   (k )

(3.6)

v(k )  s (k )   (k )

(3.7)

In the equations,
 w(k)= system state vector, is the ATF coefficient vector of size m  1 (m =

order of ATF);
 d(k)= measurement sequence, is the observed PD signal;
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 z(k)= sequence to be estimated;


w(k ) = process noise vector, represents the time variation of the ATF weights
w(k);

 v(k)= measurement noise vector, includes s(k) (PD- driven by affective changes)

and model uncertainties  (k ) ;


r (k )  [rk , r( k 1) ,......, r( k  m 1) ]T is the interference vector of size m 1 .

3.2.3 Adaptive Algorithms
In the adaptive filtering problem, usually, we assume an FIR model. However, the
true system may involve feedback and hence modeling errors of unknown statistical
properties may be introduced into the estimation problem. Therefore, it is essential to
select an adaptive algorithm that possesses good robustness properties.
In this study, the H∞ time-varying (HITV) and LMS adaptive algorithms were
compared to perform the adaptation of the AIC by modeling the PLR system (Figure 3-4).
In the AIC system, if the signal s(k) is eliminated (i.e., no affective contribution to PD
changes is considered), the primary input of AIC would merely be the interference
component z(k). Then, the output of AIC should converge to zero theoretically and the
final weights of the adapted filter would indicate the impulse response of the PLR system
mediating between n(k) and z(k) .
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Figure 3-4: Adaptive algorithms compare by PLR system modeling with AIC
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3.2.3.1 H∞ Time-Varying Algorithm
The H∞ approach introduced in robust control theory is based on the hypothesis
that the resulting minimax estimation technique would be less sensitive to model
uncertainties and parameter variations than conventional techniques [50]. This method
safeguards against the worst-case disturbances and therefore makes no assumption on the
(statistical) nature of the signals. In addition, the robustness of the HITV algorithm is
encouraged by minimizing the maximum energy gain from the disturbances to the
estimation errors with the following solutions [51]:
P 1 (k )  P 1 ( k )   g2 r( k )r T ( k )

(3.9)

~

ga (k ) 

P(k )r(k )
~

1  rT (k ) P(k )r(k)

(3.10)

wˆ (k  1)  wˆ (k )  ga (k )( y (k )  rT ( k ) wˆ ( k ))

(3.11)

P(k  1)  [ P -1 (k )  (1-  g-2 )r (k )r T (k )]-1   0

(3.12)

P(0)   I   0  0   I

(3.13)

Here, ga ( k ) is the gain factor;  g , and  are positive constants. Note that

 reflects a priori knowledge of how rapidly the state vector w(k ) varies with time,
and  reflects the a priori knowledge of how reliable the initial estimate available for
the state vector w(0) is.
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3.2.3.2 LMS Algorithm
The LMS Algorithm, the most popular adaptive algorithm, has been widely used
in adaptive signal processing because of its simplicity and ease of computation. It adjusts
its coefficients to minimize the mean-square error between its output and that of an
unknown system, which is given by
wˆ (k )  wˆ (k  1)   r (k )( y (k )  r T (k ) wˆ (k  1))

(3.8)

whereβ is the convergence rate parameter.

3.2.3.3 Comparison of HITV and LMS Algorithms
Based on the state-space model of the ATF in the AIC, the HITV and LMS
adaptive algorithm formulations were implemented in MATLAB, for the purpose of
minimizing the estimation error with the appropriate settings of filter order and
parameters. The result of HITV adaptive algorithm showed better performance in the
modeling of the negative feedback PLR system, which encouraged its utilization in this
dissertation for PLR interference removal and PAR isolation.
Prior to its application to the AIC, the measured PD signal was first analyzed by
an algorithm that detected the interruptions due to eye blinks (identified by a non-zero
value in the validity code provided by the Tobii system) and compensated them by linear
interpolation of the lost values.

Figure 3-5 shows the results of the blink-removal

process (bottom pane), on a raw PD signal (top pane), using the combined validity codes
from both eyes (middle pane).
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Figure 3-5: Adaptive algorithm comparison - blink removal

The PD signal obtained after blink-removal was processed by the AIC system as
the primary input signal d(k) and the reference input signal r(k) was the measured
illumination intensity signal, as shown in Figure 3-6. Then, the prospective output of this
adaptive filter system is an error signal that is expected to converge to zero and the
weights of the adapted filter are expected to indicate the impulse response of the system
model.
The AIC outputs resulting from the HITV and the LMS algorithm adaptations are
shown in the bottom pane of Figure 3-6. The adaptation parameters used were   0.002 ,

  0.0001 ,  g  2.0 for HITV and   0.002 for LMS.
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Figure 3-6: Adaptive algorithm comparison - AIC implementation with HITV & LMS algorithms

The time required for convergence to an error level of less than 0.05 and the mean
square error (MSE) of both algorithms are compared in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1: Compare of HITV & LMS adaptive algorithms - AIC results

HITV

LMS

47 samples

50 samples

0.783 second

0.833 second

7.84 e-4

1.73 e-5

Time for convergence to 0.05
MSE

The value of the MSE was calculated by the equation below (L is the length of the
input signal).
L

MSE 

 ( y(k )  d (k ))
k 1

L
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L

2



 e( k )
k 1

L

2

(3.14)

The adapted weights after the implementation of HITV and LMS adaptive
algorithms are compared in Figure 3-7.
Final Weight of ATF for HITV& LMS Algorithms
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Figure 3-7: Adaptive algorithm comparison - final weights after HITV and LMS adaptation

The results in Table 3-1 and Figure 3-7 show that, although, the LMS algorithm
yields a smaller mean square error, the HITV adaptive filter converges slightly faster and
results in a small MSE of 7.84 e-4, which is also very close to zero .
In separate research efforts, the PLR system has been studied previously by
some other researchers. For example, using control system analysis, Lawrence Stark [52]
proposed a linearized model (shown in Figure 3-8) with a third-order transfer function for
the PLR, applicable to relatively small changes of illumination.
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Figure 3-8: PLR system model by Stark

In a separate research effort, Clarke, Zhang and Gamlin [53] investigated the
static and dynamic characteristics of the PLR system in an alert rhesus monkey (shown in
Figure 3-9). With the illumination stimuli (bottom trace), the pupil response (middle trace)

can be consider as the step response of the PLR system, so that the velocity (top trace)
represents the impulse response of the PLR system.

Figure 3-9: PLR system model by Clarke, Zhang and Gamlin [53]

Comparing Stark and Clarke’s approach with the system modeling attempt in this
study, the HITV method seems to be able to capture more of the complex dynamics of
the PLR system, while the LMS approximation converges to a simpler representation of
the system, which is, perhaps, not fully modeling the dynamics of the PLR phenomenon.
The result of the adaptive algorithm comparison suggested an advantage in using the
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HITV adaptive algorithm, which encourages the use of this algorithm for PD processing
to separate the PAR from PLR for the affective sensing.

3.3

PD Signal Processing and Feature Extraction Method

As shown in Figure 3-10，the PD signal is mainly processed by an AIC system
adapted by the HITV adaptive algorithm. Additionally, initial pre-processing stages were
applied to the raw PD signal to remove the blink and artifact interference. The last step,
post-processing of MPD, was developed to achieve better indication of the PAR.

3.3.1 AIC Application with HITV for PD
In this study, we define the primary input of the Adaptive Interference Canceller
as the “Measured PD” signal, which is composed by the signal of interest s(k) (PDdriven by PAR) and the interference z(k) (PD- driven by PLR). In general, the reference
input may contain the actual source of the inference n(k) (illumination changes) and
measurement noise u(k). In this model, with the assumption that the measurement noise is
negligible, the independent measurement of illumination in the neighborhood of the eye
of the subject (“Measured IL”) is used as the reference input. The core component of the
AIC system, i.e., the ATF, emulates the transformation of the illumination to pupil
diameter changes, which would convert the noise n(k) into a close-enough replication of
the PLR-driven components of PD (the output y(k)). Therefore, the system output, e(k)
(MPD), would be the estimation of the desired signal s(k), representing exclusively the
affective responses of the computer user.
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Figure 3-10: PD processing diagram
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The “Measured IL” signal was first processed by a median filter with length of 50.
Then, max-min normalization was applied through equation (3.13) to constrain the
illumination signal to a range of [0, 1]. When the normalized illumination value
surpassed a threshold value 0.6, it was considered a “high IL” value and, accordingly, the

 parameter of the HITV algorithm was set to a higher value.

ILnorm 

IL - ILmedian
ILmax - ILmedian

(3.13)

An example of this time varying relationship is shown in the Figure 3-11, below.
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Figure 3-11: HITV parameter RHO changed along with “Measured IL”

3.3.2 Pre-processing of PD
Prior to its adaptive interference canceller application, the “Measured PD” is
transformed by a pre-processing algorithm.
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The first step is detecting the interruptions due to eye blinks and artifacts, which
were identified by values between “1” and “4” (not “0”) in the validity code provided by
the pupil measurement system (TOBII T60 Eye Tracker), and then compensating them by
linear interpolation of the lost values.
After that, a low-pass finite impulse response (FIR) digital filter was designed to
filter out the blink responses, i.e. the oscillations in pupil diameter observed after every
blink of the subject due to the PLR response caused by the temporary decrease in the
light intensity on the retina that occurs during the blink. This filter is designed with 512
delay units and a cutoff frequency of 0.13Hz which is meant to suppress the pupil
diameter blinking response waveforms, while preserving the PD level shifts associated
with affective changes in the subject. The effect of this filter is relevant only for the
sporadic time intervals that immediately follow every blink (a typical blink rate for
humans is reported as 17 blinks per minute [54]). The reason to choose the FIR filter
instead of an IIR (infinite impulse response filter) is that the phase response of the FIR
filter is linear within the passband of the filter, so that the waveform of the filtered signal
will not be distorted.
The MATLAB command for the design of this filter is
B = fir1(N, Wn);
where N is the filter length and Wn is the normalized cutoff frequency with 1.0
corresponding to half the sample rate. In this study, N=512 and Wn 

0.13
 0.0043
60 / 2

with the sampling frequency of 60 samples/second. The frequency response of this filter
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is shown in Figure 3-12. It is obviously that the phase response in the passband of this
filter is linear so that the signals in this band will keep their original shape without any
phase distortion. Since the length of this FIR filter was 512 (i.e., there are 512 delay units
inside this filter), the filtered signal was also shifted forward by 256 sampling intervals to
maintain the correct time alignment with the rest of the signals in the AIC system.
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Figure 3-12: Frequency response of the FIR filter used for PD pre-processing

3.3.3 Post-processing of MPD
As reported by Beatty and Lucero-Wagoner [24] and others, the increase in
sympathetic activation associated with the affective state of “stress” is expected to cause
a dilation of the pupil .Therefore, the negative portions of the MPD signal, at the output
of AIC, which represent temporary decreases in pupil diameter, were zeroed-out to
isolate significant MPD increases, which indicate the emergence of stress in the subject.
Then, a sliding window with a width of 900 samples is further applied throughout the
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non-negative MPD signal to calculate the median value within each window. The
resulting signal is termed the processed MPD, or “PMPD” signal.

3.3.4 Features Extraction from the PMPD Signal
In general, there are three measures that are typically extracted from pupil
diameter measurements: mean pupil dilation, peak dilation, and latency to peak [55]:
 Mean pupil dilation - average of the relevant number of data points in the

measurement interval;
 Peak dilation - the maximal dilation obtained in the measurement interval of

interest;
 Latency to peak - the amount of time elapsed between start of the measurement

interval and emergence of the peak dilation.
For this research, the stimuli are not considered as discrete stimuli, and, therefore,
the peak of pupil dilation and the latency to peak were not considered to be applicable
features to describe the changes of pupil size dilation from one affective state to the other.
In consequence, only the mean value of the PMPD was calculated for the affective
sensing purpose.

3.4 GSR Signal Processing and Feature Extraction Method

The first step to process the raw GSR signal is to find the GSR phasic responses
(discrete responses that appear as transient increases in the GSR signal). A typical
example of a measured GSR response is shown in Figure 2-6. A low-pass FIR filter with
64 delay units and a cutoff frequency of 2Hz was designed to filter out the recording
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noise while retaining the GSR response waveforms, whose bandwidth is approximately 1
Hz. Since the length of the FIR filter was 64, the filtered signal was shifted forward by 32
sampling intervals to maintain the time information. After filtering, the mean value of
this signal was obtained as one of the GSR features.
Then, the signal was normalized using z-score normalization to make the signal
have zero-mean and unit variance with equation (3.14).

zn 

i



(3.14)

where i is the signal,  is the mean of the signal and  is the standard deviation of
the signal.
To isolate the phasic responses from the background, Ktonas’ 7-point
Lagrangian interpolation algorithm [56] was applied immediately after. For the
explanation of this algorithm, let g[n] represent the discrete time signal obtained by
sampling the GSR signal.
The first derivative is computed using the 3-point Lagrangian interpolation

(i)

approach:
g '[n] 

g[n  1]  g[n  1]
2h

(3.15)

where h is the sampling interval.
(ii)

The second derivative is calculated with the 5-point second-order fit
differentiation:

g ''[n] 

2 g '[n  2]  g '[n  1]  g '[n  1]  2 g '[n  2]
10h
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(3.16)

(iii)
g ''[n] 

Substituting equation (3.15) into equation (3.16), yields 7-point operator:
2 g[n  3]  g[n  2]  2 g[n  1]  2 g[n]  2 g[n  1]  g[n  2]  2 g[n  3]
20h2

(3.17)

Then, g ''[n] was multiplied by a constant value of 200 to re-scale this result. By
thresholding the resulting signal, the responses in the GSR signal could be localized and
counted. The number of the responses in a measurement segment could was used as the
second GSR feature. Additionally, the amplitude and the rising time from each GSR
response were also recorded for GSR feature extraction. Furthermore, the total area under
the rising time curve was recorded to represent the energy of each GSR response.

3.5 BVP Signal Processing and Feature Extraction Method

The original BVP signals were filtered using an FIR filter which had similar
configuration as for GSR filtering except that the cutoff frequency is 6 Hz. To keep the
same waveform and preserve time alignment, the output of this 64 order low-pass filter
was shifted forward by 32 samples as well.
As described in chapter 2, the heart rate variability (HRV) information can be
obtained from the high resolution BVP signal recorded. A typical example of a measured
BVP signal is shown in Figure 2-7. The HRV studies are based on the inter-beat interval
(IBI) data analysis. The filtered BVP signal was differentiated using the forward
difference method.

fd ( n)  b ( n  1)  b ( n)

(3.18)

By searching the local maximum and minimum around the segment of highest
first derivative, the peak and valley of each BVP beat can be obtained. The heart rate was
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calculated as the inverse of the peak to peak interval and the amplitude was the difference
between the peak and the valley. The average amplitude of the BVP beats in the
measurement interval under analysis was treated as one of the physiological features
extracted from the BVP signal.
The number of samples between two peaks of the signal was calculated and
divided by the recording sampling frequency of 360 samples/second, the peak to peak
interval can be represented in milliseconds, and the progression of the values calculated
in this way defines the inter-beat interval (IBI) sequence. Then, the IBI signal was treated
as a time series to perform power spectrum density (PSD) analysis in order to extract the
HRV information, which is typically analyzed in three frequency bands: very low
frequency (VLF) (0.00-0.04Hz), low frequency (LF) (0.05-0.15Hz) and high frequency
(HF) (0.16-0.40Hz). In this study, PSD analysis was performed on the IBI signals from
each experimental segment, using the Welch method. The ratio defined by the IBI power
in the low frequency range to the IBI power in the high frequency range was recorded as
the second BVP feature, for the corresponding segment.
Additionally, the mean value and standard deviation of the IBI sequence within
each segment of analysis were also extracted as additional features to represent the
cardiac characteristics of each BVP interval.

3.6

Features from PD, GSR, and BVP

In this dissertation, the specific aim is to evaluate the affective assessment
performance of a single-feature stress detector, derived from PMPD. The efficiency of
this single-feature detector is also compared with 9 other single-feature detectors derived
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from measured GSR and BVP signals. These 10 (in total) feature detectors were assessed
in terms of the individual discriminating power to differentiate between the “relaxed”
affective states and the “stressed” states of the computer user.
Table 3-2 shows the features obtained from each of the signals recorded in the
experiments. The processes to obtain the 10 features in this table have been outlined in
the previous sections, and are reflected in their names.
Table 3-2: Features extracted from the bio-signals

Biosignal

Features

PD
( 1 feature)

PMPDmean

Average value of the non-negative PMPD signal

GSRmean.

Average value of the GSR samples

GSRnum
GSR
(5 features)

Definition

Number of the GSR responses

GSRmeanAmp Mean value of the amplitude of each GSR response
GSRrisingTime Rising time of each GSR response
GSReng

Energy of GSR (total under the rising time curve)

BVPmeanAmp Mean value of the amplitude of each BVP beat

BVP

BVPl2h

(4 features)
BVPIBImean
BVPIBIstd

Low frequency to high frequency rate for Power spectral
density of inter-beat interval(IBI) (the time in
milliseconds between two normal, consecutive peaks in
the BVP) sequence
Mean value of the IBI
Standard deviation of IBI sequence
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3.7

Data Normalization

Before attempting to use the 10 single-feature detectors, individually, to identify
“stressed” and “relaxed” in the experiment, the 9 features extracted from the BVP and
GSR signals were normalized according to the following (i), (ii) and (iii) steps. The
“PMPDmean” feature was only normalized through steps (ii) and (iii), equations (3.19) &
(3.20), since the illumination levels used during the preliminary introductory period, prior
to the actual experiment, was variable and different from the illumination levels used
during the actual experiment. As such, this preliminary period cannot be used as a
suitable baseline for pupil dilation.
(i)

Reference the features to their baseline level;

Ys 

Xs
Xr

(3.19)

Here Xs is the raw feature value during “relaxation” and “stress” segments, and Xr
is the corresponding feature value during the preliminary period, prior to the test part in
the experiment. (This was done only for GSR and BVP features)
(ii)

Minimize the impact of individual subject responses dividing each feature
by the sum of all segment values;
Ys ' 

Ysi
6

Y
i 1

(iii)

(3.20)

si

Normalize all data to the range of [0, 1] with max-min normalization.
Ynorm 

Ys '- Ys 'min
Ys 'max - Ys 'min
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(3.21)

3.8

Stress Detection

This study proposes to detect the emergence of “stress” states in a computer user
through the feature “PMPDmean” derived from the PD signal using a machine learning
algorithm, i.e., a support vector machine (SVM), as a classifier, to differentiate between
“stress” and “relaxation” states. Subsequently, multi-feature classifiers, also implemented
through support vector machines (SVMs), were used to process the features from the
GSR and BVP signals, with and without the PMPD feature. Additionally, the individual
“stress”/“relaxation” discriminating potential of each one of these 10 features (1 from PD,
5 from GSR and 4 from BVP) were studied through their receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curves.

3.8.1 Classification Fundamentals
A classification model is a mapping of instances into a certain class/group. The
classifier result will frequently be a real value (continuous output) in which the classifier
boundary between classes must be determined by a threshold value.
This dissertation, addresses a two-class classification problem (“relaxation” and
“stress”), in which the outcomes are labeled either as positive class (P) for “stress” or
negative (N) class for “relaxation”. There are four possible outcomes from the two-class
classifier. If the outcome from the classifier is P and the actual value is also P, then it is
called a true positive (TP); however if the actual value is N then it is said to be a false
positive (FP). Conversely, a true negative (TN) appears when both the classification
outcome and the actual value are N, and false negative (FN) indicates a classification
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outcome N while the actual value is P. The four outcomes can be formulated in a 2×2
contingency table as follows:
Table 3-3: Two-class classification scheme

Actual Value
P
“Stress”

N
“Relax”

P̂
“Stress”

True Positive
(TP)

False Positive
(FP)

N̂
“Relax”

False Negative
(FN)

True Negative
(TN)

Classification
Value

A successful classifier is characterized by generating a high percentage of TP and
TN (the shaded part in Table 3-3), but as little FP & FN as possible.

3.8.2 Support Vector Machine (SVM)
Support vector machines (SVMs) are a set of supervised machine learning
methods used for classification and regression. Viewing input data as two sets of vectors
in an n-dimensional space, an SVM will construct a separating hyperplane in that space,
one which optimally separates the data into two categories. The performance of SVMs
have been verified in a variety of research areas including pattern recognition [57], text
categorization [58], face recognition [59], computer vision [60] and others [61, 62].
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Classifying data is a common need in machine learning. Suppose some given data
points each belong to one of two classes, and the goal is to decide which class a new data
point will be in. In the case of SVMs, with a set of given examples, X = {xi : xi  Rn}, and
the corresponding known labels (targets), Y = {yi : yi  {possible types}}, a discriminant
function, f : Rn  {possible types}, has to be learned (n is the dimension of the input
vector). At the same time, the number of misclassifications of f on the training set {X,Y}
is minimized by the learning machine (algorithm) during this training phase. The
practical appeal of these methods is in their capacity to define the class of previously
unseen samples (test set).
The aim of SVM is to construct a (linear) discriminant function for the data points
in feature space in such a way that the feature vectors of the training samples are
separated into classes, while simultaneously maximizing the distance of the discriminant
function from the nearest training set feature vector. Therefore, the most important part of
SVM classification is to find a suitable discriminant function (kernel function) that can
not only capture the essential properties of the data distribution, but also prevent the
over-fitting problem. Furthermore, non-linear discriminant functions can also be applied
in the SVM classifiers by mapping the input vectors into a different feature space using a
mapping function  : xi  (xi), and using the vectors, (xi), xi  X, as the feature
vectors, (yk), yk  Y, as the target vector.
The kernel function used by the SVM algorithm can be written as:
K(xi, yk) = <(xi)(yk)>
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(3.22)

The most popular kernels used in SVMs are:
Linear:

K ( X ,Y )  X Y

(3.23)

Polynomial:

K ( X , Y )  ( X  Y  1) p

(3.24)

Radial basis function (RBF):

K ( X , Y )  exp( X  Y ) ,   0

K ( X , Y )  exp(

Gaussian:
Here,

2



 X Y
2 2

(3.25)

2

)

(3.26)

and p are kernel parameters. The “” used in these equations

represents the dot product of two vectors.
To obtain a more realistic assessment of the performance of an SVM, a k-fold
cross validation [63] method is commonly used, which separates given data sets into two
parts: the training sets and the test set, where the label of test sets is considered unknown
in the classifier training. Then, the accuracy on these sets can more precisely reflect the
performance that can be expected in classifying unknown data. This cross-validation
procedure can prevent the over-fitting problem, allows the SVM to train and test on
different samples and obviates the need to test on unknown samples whose labels (targets)
may be uncertain.
In this dissertation, the stress classification based on the features derived from the
PD, GSR and BVP signals during individual experimental segments was studied using
SVM classifiers. Although, numerous implementations of SVMs are currently available,
including svmTorch [64], SVMLight [65], Gist [66], and LibSVM [67], the “SPIDER”
software package for MATLAB was used, which can be freely downloaded from
http://www.kyb.mpg.de/bs/people/spider/. The kernel functions chosen for use with the
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SVM classifier were Linear, Polynomial, RBF and Gaussian kernels. According to the
cross validation strategy, the original data is first divided into 20 equal subsets.
Sequentially, one subset is tested using the classifier trained on the remaining 19 subsets.
This process is repeated until every instance has been used exactly once for testing. The
overall success rate for a classifier was evaluated as the number of correct classifications
divided by the total number of feature sets tested:

AccuracyRate 

TP  TN
TP  FP  TN  FN

(3.27)

3.8.3 Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
In signal detection theory, a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, is a
graphical representation that illustrates the trade-off made in a classifier between two
operating characteristics, true positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR), as its
discrimination threshold is varied. The TPR refers to the fraction of all positive cases
correctly classified; correspondingly, the FPR reflects the false alarm level, i.e., the
fraction of negative cases incorrectly classified as positive.
In the ROC plot, the origin of the coordinate axes represents the case when the
classifier produces no false alarms but detects no positive cases, at the lowest sensitivity
level (i.e., setting the threshold at the highest possible value of the detection signal). In
contrast, the top right-hand corner represents the situation when the classifier reports all
positive cases correctly (true positive rate = 1), but all negative cases incorrectly (because
it generates a false alarm on each negative case, i.e., false positive rate = 1), when the
threshold is set at the lowest possible value of the detection signal.
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Generally, the ROC curves “start” at the coordinate origin, (0, 0) and “end” at the
upper-right corner (1, 1). The trajectory between these points followed by a given ROC,
and consequently, the “Area under the ROC” (AUROC) are indicators of the
discriminating power of the detection signal being thresholded. A classification system
based on a highly discriminating detection signal (in this study, a single feature) will have
one or several threshold levels that map close to the upper-left corner of the ROC, at (0,
1). This location represents a high sensitivity (large true positive rate) and also a high
specificity (low false positive rate). If that is the case, the AUROC will come close to
encompassing the full 1.0-by-1.0 square. That is, the AUROC will approach the ideal
value of 1. On the other hand, a ROC curve that remains close to the bottom-right corner
implies a lack of discriminating power in the detection signal (feature), and will result in
a smaller value of the corresponding AUROC.
The ROC curve for each of the 10 features was developed in this study with the
“stress” state set having an ideal classifier output of 1, and the “relaxation” state set
having an ideal classifier output of -1. Each point of the ROC curves is determined by
comparing the value of the single detection signal to a specific threshold and determining
which portion of the “positive classifier outputs” match the ideal output (1) and which
portion of the “negative classifier outputs” are in disagreement to the ideal output (-1).
These “portions”, expressed as fractional numbers, yield the coordinates of the ROC
point (false positive rate, true positive rate) for the threshold value tested. The process
was carried out using the ROC MATLAB ® scripts provided by Dr. Gavin C. Cawley
(University

of

East

Anglia,

Norwich,

UK)

in

his

web

site

http://theoval.sys.uea.ac.uk/MATLAB/default.html. These scripts not only sweep the
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complete range of normalized threshold values, [0, 1], and draw the ROC, but
additionally estimate a “convex hull” that fits the actual ROC points calculated.

3.9

Overall Research Method Design

Figure 3-13 provides an overview of the research methodology employed for this
dissertation.

Figure 3-13: Overview of this research methodology

Although the PD and IL signals are recorded separately, after pre-processing, the
PD is fed to the AIC together with IL as the primary input and reference input
respectively. The output of AIC (MPD) is further processed by a post-processing step to
generate the PMPD signal, which is used to extract one feature indicator for the stress
classification through SVM. Simultaneously, the GSR and BVP signals are sensed and
conditioned with analog circuits and digitized by the DAQ unit. Features derived from
these two physiological signals are analyzed by the SVM as well to provide a stress
recognition performance comparison.
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3.10

Summary

While the concepts of Affective Computing were proposed more than one decade
ago, the development of affect sensing systems through pupil diameter monitoring is still
an open research challenge. This may be due to the well known PLR, which is the
dominant factor for the pupil size variation. This dissertation proposes to use an AIC
system with its HITV adaptive algorithm for the PLR interference cancelling, which has
been described in detail at the beginning of this chapter. The processing and feature
extraction methods applied to the PD, GSR and BVP signals were outlined in the
corresponding sections. The later sections of this chapter described the data normalization
stages applied to the features derived from the PD, BVP and GSR signals and the
machine learning approach (SVM) chosen for the classification of those features.
Similarly, the use of ROC curves to assess the discriminating power of each individual
feature was proposed. The last section of the chapter presented a figure that summarizes
the overall research process used for this study.
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENT DESIGN

The overall goal of this research is to develop a signal processing and machine
learning method that can distinguish an affective state of “stress” from one of
“relaxation”, in a computer user, by the analysis of simultaneously measured PD and IL
signals from the subject. The discrimination power of the feature obtained from the
processed pupil diameter signal will be compared with 9 other features derived from GSR
and BVP signals. To that end, an experimental setup and a corresponding protocol were
defined and implemented for the project to:
Provide an appropriate stimulus, capable of eliciting stress in the subjects

(i)

participating in the experiment;
(ii)

Provide appropriate illumination changes, so that a pupil light reflex will be
evoked in the subjects, at known intervals;

(iii)

Provide appropriate coordination of all the software components involved in
the experimental process;

(iv)

Record the PD, IL, GSR and BVP signals with all the necessary time
markers.

The complete implementation of the experimental environment together with the
coordinated software and hardware components are described in the following sections.
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4.1

Software Development

In order to observe the changes of the physiological signals (PD, BVP and GSR)
and their correlation to sympathetic activation caused by stress, it was necessary to elicit
stress in the experimental subjects during controlled intervals.
In this study, the subjects were instructed automatically by the computer to
participant in a Stroop Color-Word Interference Test [68], implemented as a Flash
program [69], which was used to elicit mild mental stress in the subjects at known times.
The approval of the FIU Internal Review Board (IRB) for experimentation with human
subjects according to this protocol was sought and obtained (Appendix A). The efficiency
of this stress elicitation method has been previously established by Renaud and
Blondin[70]. The implementation of this stimulus program is described in the following
section. Before the actual Stroop Test started, each subject was required to watch 30
emotionally-neutral still pictures to set a baseline of relaxation. Each of these pictures
was displayed for 15 seconds, which means the preliminary relaxation period is about
seven and a half minutes in total.

4.1.1 Computer-Based Stroop Test
Since 1935, the Stroop Color-Word Interference Test has been utilized as a
psychological or cognitive stressor to induce emotional responses and heightened levels
of physiological, (especially autonomic) reactivity[71]. In this study, a programmed
computer-based interacting environment [69] was used to let the subjects experience a
similar effect. During the test, a word presented to the subject designates a color that may
or not match the font of the word. The subjects are instructed to select from the five
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buttons shown on the screen the one that identifies the font color of the word presented.
Typical examples of this test interface are shown on the Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2

Figure 4-1: Sample Stroop Test interface (Congruent section, the font color of “red” is red)

Figure 4-2: Sample Stroop Test interface (Incongruent section, the font color of “red” is green)

Figure 4.1 shows a Congruent Stroop (“C”) word presentation, in which the font
color and the meaning of the word shown match. In contrast, Figure 4-2 is an example of
Incongruent Stroop (“IC”) word presentation, where the font color and the meaning of the
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word are different, causing an internal “interference” in the subject’s attempt to identify
the font color.
To avoid subject’s adaptation through repeated clicks, the position of the five
answer button was varied for each IC section, which was meant to enhance the stress
elicitation (the change in the positions of the buttons can be appreciated in Figure 4-3 &
Figure 4-4 )

Figure 4-3: Sample Stroop Test interface
(IC2 with changed button position)

Figure 4-4: Sample Stroop Test interface
(IC3 with changed button position)

4.1.2 Stimuli Schedule in Test
In this dissertation, the Stroop Color-Word Interference Test was implemented
with Macromedia Flash®. The complete experiment sequence (Figure 4-5) is composed
of three consecutive sections. In each section, there were four segments, including:
 “IS” – the Introductory Segment to let the subject get used to the task

environment, in order to establish an appropriate initial level for his/her
psychological state, according to the law of initial values (LIV)[72] ;
 “C” – the Congruent segment, comprising 45 Stroop Congruent word

presentations (font color matches the meaning of the word), which are not
expected to elicit significant stress in the subject;
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 “IC” – the Incongruent segment, in which the font color and the meaning of the

30 words presented differ, which is expected to induce stress in the subject;
 “RS” – a Resting Segment to let the subject return to a baseline affective state.

The Incongruent Stroop segments (IC) were expected to elicit mild mental stress
in the subject, according to previous research found in the psychophysiological literature
[70]. In contrast, the congruent Stroop segments (C) were expected to allow the subject to
continue in a “relaxed” state.

Figure 4-5: Complete experiment sequence

Since the study aimed the analysis of the physiological signals and their changes
from a state of “relaxation” to a state of “stress”, the boundaries of the C and IC segments
need to be marked in the data. For this purpose, bursts of sinusoidal tones were output
through the sound system of the computer following a binary encoding (01, 10 or 11)
whenever one of the C, IC or RS (respectively) segments started. These sinusoidal bursts,
recorded on two additional channel of the data acquisition system, served as time-stamps
to the physiological signals recorded at those critical instants. The binary numbers shown
at the bottom of Figure 4-5 encode the patterns of generation of the audio bursts used in
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the system to time-stamp the physiological signals. “01” represents a burst in the left
channel audio signal, “10” represents a burst in the right channel and “11” represents
simultaneous bursts in both channels.
Emotional States

Relaxed States
&
Constant
Illumination
Illumination
Situation

Stressed States
&
Constant
Illumination

C1&2

IC1&3

C3

IC2

Relaxed States
&
Varied
Illumination

Segment
of Stroop Test

Stressed States
&
Varied
Illumination

Figure 4-6: Four kinds of experimental situation

A particular aim of this study was to investigate the potential use of the pupil
diameter signal for affective sensing, even in presence of changes in the light intensity of
the environment surrounding the subject. Therefore, there are 4 kinds of situation in the
experiment designed, according to the two states of the affective (“stress” vs. “relaxed”)
and illumination (constant vs. varied) conditions affecting the subject. These four
situations and the experimental segments in which they were implemented are
diagrammed in Figure 4-6, above. The luminance intensity remains constant except in
the segments IC2 and C3, where the illumination will be increased in a transient fashion.
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4.2

Hardware Setup Design

The goal of the systems designed in this research is to provide a continuous digital
signal recording of the physiological variables monitored for analysis. In order to record
the affective response of the PD ,GSR and BVP that take place when stress is elicited in
the subject, a hardware system was integrated, in order to:
(i)

Record the physiological signals clearly and accurately;

(ii)

Record the signals with all the necessary time markers.

Figure 4-7: DAQ system (PCI-DAS6023 from MCC)

In total, this hardware system is composed of 4 sub-systems, which are “PD
Measurement System”, “IL Measurement System”, “GSR Measurement System” and
“BVP Measurement System”. The GSR, BVP and IL systems provided amplification and
conditioning to these signals which were then sampled at the same frequency with a data
acquisition (DAQ) System based on the PCI-DAS6023 board from Measurement
Computing Co.(MCC).
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All the sensors described in the following paragraphs meet the criteria of
providing a continuous recording while also being minimally invasive to the computer
user’s normal activity. The considerations made in the integration of the required
hardware setup are described in the following sections.

4.2.1 PD Measurement System
In order to obtain real-time measurements of the diameter of the user’s pupils, a
desk-mounted eye tracking system (TOBII T60), shown in Figure 4-8, was used to record
the pupil diameter signals from both eyes of the subjects, at 60 Hz.

Figure 4-8: PD measurement system device - TOBII T60 eye tracker

A program to control the TOBII system for the continuous acquisition of PD data
developed in Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 with the C# language. This program used the
building blocks provided by the TOBII software development kit (SDK). The interface of
this program can be shown in the following figure. Generally, there are three steps
involved in the process of monitoring the pupil diameter of the computer user with the
TOBII system, which are indicted by the circles of the figure.
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(i)

Confirm Track Status –to verify that the eye tracker is able to detect both
eyes of the subject that and the system is correctly tracking the user’s pupils;

(ii)

Calibrate –to associate directions of gaze with corresponding points of gaze
on the screen. TOBII uses a 9-point calibration procedure, which allows
certain level of tolerance for small head movements of the subject;

(iii)

Track –start tracking and reporting data, which including the pupil sizes (PD)
of both eyes and their validity code.

Figure 4-9: TOBII T60 eye tracker interface

Although the PD tracking for both eyes of the subject starts at the beginning of
the preliminary relaxation period (displaying emotionally-neutral pictures) the average
pupil diameter ((L+R)/2) was recorded only during the Stroop Test portion of the
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experiment. This average PD sequence is considered the “Measured PD” signal, which
corresponds to the d(k) signal in the adaptive interference canceller (AIC) application
diagram (Figure 3-2).
The validity codes reported by the TOBII system for both eyes was also recorded
and used to estimate how valid the data are. The validity code takes one of five values for
each eye ranging from 0 to 4, with the interpretations shown in Table 4-1
Table 4-1: Possible values of the validity code from the TOBII system

Code

Description

0-0

Data is valid for both eyes.

0-4 or 4-0 Data is valid for one eye, and the data for the other is missing.
1-3 or 3-1 Data is valid for one eye, and the data for the other is based on estimation.
2-2

Data is valid for either one of the eyes, but not sure which one it is.

4-4

Data for both eyes are invalid. (Identified as Blinks)
As described above, only the recorded PD data with valid code 0-0 will be

considered as a successful measurement. The PD samples with a pair of validity code 4
will be recognized as eye blinks, and the other series of combinations will be identified as
artifact, which need further processing before its application to the AIC as the primary
input.

4.2.2 IL Measurement System
To measure the luminance intensity affecting the area around the eyes of the
subject, an Illumination (IL) Measurement System (Figure 4-10) is employed.
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Figure 4-10: Illumination measurement function

This system is based on the implementation of a luminance meter. A BS500B0F
photo-diode (Sharp), the sensor component of the luminance meter circuit (Figure 4-11),
was placed on the forehead of the computer user to measure the illumination in the area
around his/her eyes.
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Figure 4-11: Circuit of luminance meter[73]

By using this circuit, changes of luminance can be linearly converted to voltage
changes in the analog output signal. The proportional conversion rate is obtained by
testing this luminance meter while varying levels of luminance intensity were
simultaneously measured with a calibrated meter (Extech Instruments, Mod. 401036). A
set of measurement data pairs is listed in Table 4-2 and plotted in Figure 4-12. They
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verify the linear transduction with the conversion factor of about 0.0043 v/Lux between
the two physical quantities.
Table 4-2: Test data of
luminance meter
4.000
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3.800

Ilumination
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Voltage
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Figure 4-12: Linear relation between luminance and
voltage

To obtain the digital signal of illumination in real time, the analog voltage signal
recorded by the IL Measurement System was digitized (360 Hz) by the a DAQ System
and proportionally converted to obtain the “Measured IL” signal, r(k), reference input of
AIC [49].

4.2.3 GSR Measurement System
Generally, there are two methods commonly used for the skin conductivity or
galvanic skin response (GSR) measurement. These are is either from the palm of the hand
or the sole of the foot. In our study, a GSR2 module (Figure 4-13), by Thought
Technology LTD (West Chazy, New York), combined with a “frequency to voltage
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converter” integrated circuit (LM2917N), shown in Figure 4-14, were used to measure
the GSR from the hands of subjects.
The molded plastic case of this GSR2 module is ideal to have the hand of the
subject rest on it and the two elongated electrodes are large enough to provide appropriate
contact with the volar surfaces of the medial and distant phalanges in two of the subject’s
fingers, as recommended by Dawson, et al [74].

A small current was passed through

this pair of electrodes, measuring the conductivity level, which would be converted, to an
oscillation frequency and, eventually, to a proportional to voltage.

Figure 4-13: GSR2 module for GSR measurement system

Figure 4-14: Frequency to voltage converter circuit for GSR measurement system
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The output voltage of this frequency-to-voltage converter circuit has a linear
relationship with the frequency of the signal at the output of the GSR2 module (Equation
4.1). Vout was then digitized by the DAQ System, at a sampling rate of 360
samples/second.
Vout  Vcc  R1  C1  f in  9V 100 K  680 pF  fin  0.0612 fin

(4.1)

4.2.4 BVP Measurement System
It is known that sympathetic activation causes changes in heart rate, stroke
volume and peripheral cardiovascular resistance [75]. All of these responses can be
non-invasively sensed by monitoring the amount of blood perfusion in a peripheral region
of the body, such as the tip of a finger. In this paper, an infrared finger
photoplethysmograph (PPG) (UFI Model 1020), which relies on the light absorption
characteristics of blood, was utilized for the measurement of the BVP signal.

Figure 4-15: BVP sensor -PPG (UFI Model 1020)
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The principle of operation of the PPG is based on the projection of infrared light
on the subject’s fingertip and the measurement of its reflection. Along its trajectory from
transmitter to receiver, the infrared radiation is attenuated, depending on the volume of
blood entering the tissue under observation, due to reflection scattering and absorption.
Therefore, the measurement of the reflected infrared light will indicate the blood volume
variations.
The output of this PPG sensor was amplified about 100 times and passed through
a 2nd order low pass filter to minimize the noise from fluorescent lamps that may pollute
the signal. The electronic circuit designed for the amplification and filtering of the BVP
signal is shown in Figure 4-16. The output voltage from this circuit was digitized by the
data acquisition (DAQ) unit (PCI-DAS6023 board from Measurement Computing Co.),
using a sampling rate of 360 samples/second.

Figure 4-16: The circuit design for the BVP measurement system

4.2.5 Synchronization of the Recording of All Signals Measured
In order to compare the identification of variations derived from the monitored
pupil diameter (PD) signal with the concurrent changes in two other physiological signals,
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GSR and BVP, as multiple expressions of a single change in affective state, it is
necessary to synchronize the independent recordings obtained from the data acquisition
(DAQ) System (PCI-DAS6023 board from Measurement Computing Co.), including IL,
BVP, GSR and audio markers, and the PD values of both eyes together with their validity
code collected from the TOBII T60 eye tracking system. To achieve this required
synchronization, the “Start” and “Stop” buttons in the “Track” section of the TOBII
control program (circled buttons in Figure 4-17 ) were programmed to begin and end the
recording of the subject’s PD values, and simultaneously start and stop the collection of
samples of the other signals (GSR, BVP, IL and audio markers) from the DAQ.

Figure 4-17: “Start” and “Stop” button in the “Track” section of TOBII control program
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4.2.6 Overall Instrumental Setup
The complete instrumental setup developed for the research described here is
illustrated in Figure 4-18.
This figure shows that the visual stimuli for the subject (Stroop word
presentations), described in section 4.1, were displayed on the TOBII T60 eye tracker
monitor. The program developed for the eye tracking system allows the extraction of
selected variables (in this case the PD of both eyes and their validity code) to a file at a
frequency of 60 Hz, which, in turn, can be read into MATLAB.

Figure 4-18: Complete instrumental setup

While performing the Stroop Test, the subject has the GSR and BVP sensors
attached to his/her left hand and the IL sensor on his/her forehead, above the eyes. All
these three signals, together with the left and right audio output (to provide the
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corresponding time stamping in the experiment) are recorded and converted to a
MATLAB® -readable data file directly at rate 360 samples/second, using a multi-channel
MCC DAQ system (PCI-DAS6023 board). Later, these data were down-sampled by six,
to share the same sampling rate at 60 samples/second for all measured signals (PD, IL,
GSR, BVP and audio output).
The following Figure 4-19 shows a participant with the IL, GSR and BVP sensors
attached to him and the TOBII T60 eye tracker set up to monitor his pupil diameter
during the experiment.

Figure 4-19: An example of participant in the experiment

Figure 4-20 shows an example of the four signals recorded from a subject through
the complete experimental session, once all signals have been synchronized (at a
sampling rate of 60 samples/second, after down-sampling the GSR, BVP and IL signals).
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Figure 4-20: PD, IL, GSR and BVP signals in a complete experimental session

4.3

Experimental Procedure

In the experiments performed for this study, the participant was asked to remain
seated in front of the TOBII screen, interacting with the Stroop Test program for about 30
minutes, while wearing a head band with the photo-diode, the GSR sensor on the middle
and ring fingers and the photoplethysmograph on the index finger. During that time, all
the normal lights in the room were kept ON, but an additional level of illumination
provided by a desk lamp placed above the eye level of the subject was switched ON
intermittently, by sliding a dimmer abruptly from its minimum position to its maximum
position, and vice versa. This was done to repeatedly introduce intervals of higher
illumination in the experiment, which would trigger the pupillary light reflex.
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4.4

Pool of Experimental Subjects

Thirty individuals (sixteen female, and fourteen male) volunteered to participate
in the experiment. Their age ranged from 24 to 34 years. They were from diverse
professional and ethnic backgrounds. Due to the nature of the tasks, the following
considerations were made when choosing the participants:
 Participants had to be fluent in English (to avoid difficulty in understanding the

instructions for the computer game);
 Participants should have good general health (no hearing or sensing problems);
 Participants should not wear glasses, as this may disrupt the operation of the eye

gaze tracker (contact lenses were OK);
 Participants should be familiar with computers and be experienced in the

operation of the keyboard and the mouse.
All of the participants were right-handed. Participants were solicited through
phone and emails around the Florida International University area.

4.5

Summary

This chapter has described the integrated software and hardware development of a
custom instrumental setup capable of providing reliable stimulation to elicit stress in the
experiment, record the PD and IL signals for analysis, and monitor other two
physiological signals (GSR and BVP) , which are used to provide comparison of the
stress recognition performance. The experimental procedure and pool of subjects were
also described.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS & DISSCUSSION

As mentioned in Chapter 3, the PD, GSR and BVP signals collected during each
Congruent (C) Stroop segment and each Incongruent (IC) Stroop segment are processed
with their own signal processing algorithms to obtain a set of representative features,
which could be analyzed by a SVM classification system to recognize the presence or
absence of stress in the segment.
The results of each processing and feature extraction step are illustrated in this
chapter. In addition, the outcome of the SVM training based on the features of these three
physiological signals is described to indicate the correlation between a set of raw data and
the internal stress state in each game section. The advantage of affective sensing based on
the PD signal, in contrast with the use of other physiological signals (GSR & BVP) is
discussed by the comparison of the corresponding SVM classification accuracy rates.
Further details of the affective sensing performance through the PD feature are
investigated by an additional SVM study. Finally, the individual detection power of each
of the 10 features derived from the signals (1 from PD, 5 from GSR and 4 from BVP) is
explored through its Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve.

5.1

Signal Processing Results for the PD Signal

Generally, the processing procedure for the PD signal is composed of three steps.
They are:
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(i)

Pre-processing of the “Measured PD” signal to remove the eye blinks and
artifact influence on the recorded signal;

(ii)

Process PD and IL signals using AIC with HITV adaptive algorithm to
remove the interference of PLR and output an MPD signal, which is an
estimation of the PAR;

(iii)

Post-processing of the MPD signal to generate the PMPD signal, in which
the pupil diameter increases due to sympathetic activation during the IC
segments in the experiment are particularly emphasized.

The processing results of each step are illustrated in the following sections.
Subsequently, the capability for identification of “stress” segments from the PMPD and
PD signal is discussed as well.

5.1.1 Pre-processing of PD
In this research, the PD signal is monitored by a TOBII T60 eye tracker，which is
used for recording the pupil diameter and the validity codes for both eyes throughout the
experiment, at the frequency of 60 Hz (each of the 4 signals).
An example from one of the 30 subjects who participated in the study (subject 13)
is shown in Figure 5-1, below.
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Figure 5-1: PD signals and validity codes of both eyes recorded by the TOBII system

Although the PD signals and corresponding validity codes of both eyes were
recorded throughout the experiment, only those parts measured during the Stroop
segments (C and IC) are of interest. Therefore, all these signals were separated in a
shorter record, which encompassed from 1800 samples (30 seconds) before the beginning
of the first Stroop segment (C1) to the end of the last Stroop segment (IC3), according to
the recorded audio time markers. The average of the selected portion from PD signals of
both eyes was calculated as the “Measured PD” signal in Figure 3-11. Before its
application to the AIC, this signal is pre-processed by a blink & artifact-removal
algorithm implemented in MATLAB, which is able to:
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(i)

Detect the interruptions due to eye blinks and artifact (identified as a pair of
validity codes with at least one value lager than “0”);

(ii)

Compensate the missing data by linear interpolation;

(iii)

Filter out the blink responses through a low pass, 512th order FIR filter
designed for a cutoff frequency 0.13Hz;
Shift forward the FIR output by 256 sampling intervals to maintain the time

(iv)

alignment of the resulting pre-processed signal.
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Figure 5-2: PD signal before (“Measured PD”) & after blink-removal

Figure 5-2 shows the left shifted (256 samples) FIR results of the blink &
artifact-removal process (bottom pane), on a “Measured PD" signal (top pane), after
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linear interpolation of the lost values (third pane) based on the validity code from both
eyes.

5.1.2 AIC Implementation using the HITV Algorithm
The second step of the PD signal processing is implemented by an AIC system
programmed in MATLAB, for the purpose of removing the effect of the PLR on the pupil
diameter, as recorded. This AIC is set up as follows:
 Primary input d(k): the PD signal obtained after blink-removal;
 Reference input r(k): the simultaneously measured IL signal, which is

down-sampled from 360Hz to 60 Hz to share the same sampling rate with the PD
signal;
 ATF setting: with 120 weights and adapted by the HITV algorithm;
 HITV algorithm setting: with the parameters set as  0.001 ,  g  2.0 and a

time-varying parameter  , changed according to the IL value to enable the AIC
system to have a quicker response when there is a sudden increase in IL.
The output of the AIC, the MPD signal, is shown in the bottom plot of Figure 5-3.
This signal is further processed as described below to become a useful indicator of pupil
response to the subject’s affective variation.
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Figure 5-3: AIC implementation with HITV algorithm
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5.1.3 Post-processing of PMPD
As the affective state of “Stress” is expected to cause a dilation of the pupil [24],
the AIC output, i.e., the MPD signal, is further processed by a post-processing MATLAB
function to isolate significant increases, which indicate the emergence of stress in the
subject. This process is programmed in two steps:
(i)

Zero out the negative portions of the MPD signal;

(ii)

Apply a sliding window with a width of 900 samples throughout the
non-negative MPD signal to calculate the median value within each
window.
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The result of this procedure can be seen in Figure 5-4, where the middle panel
shows the non-negative MPD signal after step (i) and the bottom panel is the outcome of
this processing, termed the Processed MPD, or “PMPD” signal.
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Figure 5-4: Post-processing of MPD signal

After this post-processing of the MPD signal, the mean value of the PMPD signal
in each C and IC segments was obtained as an important PD feature for affective
recognition. For example, the values of this “PMPDmean” feature recorded in the six
Stroop segments for Subject 13 can be seen in Table 5-1
Table 5-1: PD feature from example (Subject 13)

Segment

C1

IC1

C2

IC2

C3

IC3

PD Feature
(“PMPDmean”)

0.0034

0.0658

0.0048

0.0511

0.0168

0.0423
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5.1.4 Discussion of PMPD & PD Signals
Sliding Window Median Analysis of PD
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Figure 5-5: Comparison of PMPD with sliding window median analysis on PD

Figure 5-5 compares the result of applying the sliding median window to the PD
signal directly (i.e., without processing it through the AIC) with the PMPD signal. From
the plot of the PMPD signal (bottom pane of Figure 5-5), it is clear that the significant
increases that have been isolated in the processed MPD signal correlate closely with the
occurrence of IC segments, regardless of the presence of higher illumination passages
during segments IC2 or C3.
The effect of this isolation is compared with the same post-processing operation
on the PD signal, which has not been processed by AIC. Figure 5-5 shows that although
the processed PD signal does respond to the “Stress” in the IC segments, it is not able to
set apart the IC segments as clearly as the PMPD signal.
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5.2

Signal Processing Results for the GSR Signal

The recorded GSR signal was first down sampled from 360 Hz to 60 Hz, and the
portion of the recordings acquired during the performance of the Stroop Test was
extracted for further processing.
To remove the recording noise, a 64 order low-pass FIR filter with cutoff
frequency 2Hz was applied to the GSR signal first. The filtered signal was shifted
forward by 32 sampling intervals to maintain the time synchronization of the filtered
signal. Figure 5-6 displays the comparison of the GSR signal before and after the filter,
which shows the evident improvement in the signal quality. (The example here is the
GSR signal in C2 from subject 13).
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Figure 5-6: Comparison of GSR signal before and after the low pass FIR filter
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Here, the mean value of GSR in each C and IC segment was obtained as one of
the important GSR features (In this example, GSRmean_C2_Subject13=1.5719).
Then, the signal was normalized using z-score normalization to achieve a signal
with zero-mean and unit variance. The normalized example of GSR signal is shown in
the top plot of Figure 5-7. Visually, four phasic responses (A, B, C, D) can be recognized
from this GSR signal. These responses can be clearly distinguished from the background
by using Ktonas’ 7-point Lagrangian interpolation algorithm [54] to take the second time
derivative of the signal. The bottom plot of Figure 5-7 shows the output of such
Lagrangian interpolation approach with the sampling interval h=100, when it is applied
to the segment shown in Figure 5-6.
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Figure 5-7: Z-score normalized GSR & 7-point interpolator application
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In this second derivative sequence, the temporary increases due to GSR responses
(such as A, B, C and D, in the top panel of Figure 5-7) were represented by negative
lobes, (such as a, b c and d, in the bottom panel of Figure 5-7), respectively. These lobes
can be detected by thresholding (e.g., for this case, th=0.01) and their time indices of
occurrence can be referred back to the GSR signal (Figure 5-6) to isolate suspected GSR
responses. False response indications from the second derivative sequence (e.g., “a” in
Figure 5-7) were discounted when the amplitude was less than 0.05 volts in the original
GSR signal. Therefore, in the case of this GSR example, only 3 responses can be
acknowledged, which are “B”, “C” and “D”.
According to the previous description (Section 3.5 and 3.7), four other GSR
features can be further derived from these isolated GSR response. In this example, the
calculated value of all five features in the second Congruent segment (C2) of GSR signal
from Subject 13 is summarized in the table below.
Table 5-2: Five GSR features from example (Subject 13 Segment C2)

GSRmean.

GSRnum

1.5719

3

5.3

GSRmeanAmp GSRrisingTime

0.1316

2.4222

GSReng

0.0164

Signal Processing Results from the BVP Signal

The same as for PD, IL and GSR, the BVP signal of concern was edited to start
1800 samples (30 seconds) before the beginning of the Stroop Test itself, after it had been
down sampled from 360 Hz to 60 Hz.
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Then, a 64 order low pass FIR filter was applied to remove the recording noise,
which is similar to the one used for the GSR signal, but with cutoff frequency of 6 Hz.
Figure 5-8 shows an example of the segment signal chosen from the C2 segment of the
BVP recorded from subject 13. To keep the same waveform and preserve its time
alignment, the filtered BVP signal was shifted forward 32 samples, which is plotted in
Figure 5-8 as well. It should be noted that individual cardiac cycles are represented by the
small cyclic variations of these signals.
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Figure 5-8: Comparison of BVP signal before and after the low pass FIR filter

It has been mentioned in Chapter 2 that the HRV information can be obtained
from the high resolution BVP signal recorded, based on the inter-beat interval (IBI) data
analysis.
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Figure 5-9 shows the first derivative of the example BVP signal. By thresholding
(0.5 for this example), the accelerating phase of each BVP beat can be localized. The
peak and valley of each BVP beat can be obtained by searching the local maximum and
minimum in the BVP signal around the segment of highest first derivative. Each
peak-to-peak interval was considered as the duration of one BVP beat, which was divided
by the frequency 60Hz and multiplied by 1000 to show the IBI in millisecond. The
amplitude of each BVP beat was calculated as the difference between the peak and the
valley. The average amplitude of all BVP beats in the segment under analysis was treated
as the first physiological feature extracted from the BVP signal in each segment, since its
decrease may indicate that the subject was undergoing mental stress.
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Figure 5-9: First derivative of BVP signal
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3000

For the example BVP segment shown in Figures 5-8 and 5-9, the number of
samples between two consecutive peaks of the signal was stemmed in the top panel of
Figure 5-10 and the heart beat duration in milliseconds, or the inter-beat interval (IBI)
sequence was plotted in the bottom. The mean value and standard deviation of this IBI
sequence were extracted as the second and third features to represent the BVP
characteristics of each segment.
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Figure 5-10: Heart beat intervals in samples and milliseconds

To obtain the last BVP feature, the IBI signal was also processed by power
spectrum analysis to extract frequency domain information. As described in Section 3.6,
the accumulation of the power spectrum values within each spectral region (VLF, LF and
HF) was calculated. The feature LF/HF ratio was expected display a significant increase
in the stress (IC) segments. In case of this BVP example, the four features in the second
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Congruent segment (C2) of the Stroop Test from Subject 13 are summarized in the
following table.
Table 5-3: Four BVP features from example (Subject 13 Segment C2)

5.4

BVPmeanAmp

BVPIBImean

BVPIBIstd

BVPl2h

0.0067

0.7221

0.1063

0.8169

Physiological Features Extracted

After the signal processing of PD signal (together with IL) using the AIC system
with the HITV adaptive algorithm, the PMPD signal is obtained. The data collected
from Subject 13 is shown in Figure 5-11, where the two top signals (GSR and BVP,
which was recorded simultaneously) have been shifted up to make the display clear.
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Figure 5-11: Signal processing results for Subject 13.
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IC3
3
4

x 10

From the figure, it is clear that the most significant increases of the bottom trace,
after the initial adaptation that precedes segment IS1, occur during the Incongruent
segments (IC1, IC2 and IC3). And, compared with other two signals, the PMPD gives the
best visually differentiation of IC segments from the whole test, which encourages the
using of the PD feature, “PMPDmean” for stress classification.
As an example of the feature values obtained, the 10 features extracted from
PMPD, GSR, and BVP throughout the experiment are illustrated in the table below. This
table also exemplifies how the “PMPDmean” feature takes on clearly different values in
C segments and in IC segments.
Table 5-4: Values of all 10 features from Subject 13

Signals

PD

GSR

BVP

Stroop Test

Features
C1

IC1

C2

IC2

C3

IC3

PMPDmean

0.0034

0.0658

0.0048

0.0511

0.0168

0.0423

GSRmean.

1.5718

1.5182

1.5499

1.5814 1.67461 1.6479

GSRnum

2

3

3

5

4

4

GSRmeanAmp 0.1736

0.2174

0.7316

0.441

0.8085

0.8291

GSRrisingTime

3.55

2.7944

4.9833

6.0167

5.0833

4.9875

GSReng

0.0163

0.1065

0.2642

0.626

1.2732

0.2406

BVPmeanAmp 0.0093

0.0173

0.0175

0.0103

0.0037

0.0287

BVPl2h

0.4918

0.4497

0.276

0.6419

0.5579

0.8531

BVPIBImean

0.7451

0.7787

0.8052

0.7642

1.127

0.9659

BVPIBIstd

0.1194

0.1537

0.1726

0.1626

0.5728

0.3807
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5.5

Data Normalization

Thirty subjects participated in the experimental protocol used for this study,
which yielded a total of 6(segments) x 30(subjects) = 180 segment values for each of the
10 features introduced in the previous sections. For each feature, half of these segments
correspond to “stressed” states induced by IC Stroop stimulation, and the rest are known
to be associated with “relaxed” (C Stroop) intervals.
To minimize the impact of the characteristics of individual responses on the SVM
training, these feature data were normalized (according to the process outlined in Section
3.7), before its application to the machine learning classification. As an example of the
normalization results, Figure 5-12 illustrates the separation between the values of
“PMPDmean” feature for Congruent and Incongruent segments, after the normalization.
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Figure 5-12: The distribution of “PMPDmean” feature values for both types of segments
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In this figure the values of the normalized “PMDPmean” feature for all the 90
Congruent (i.e., “relaxed”) segments are plotted first, indicated with “ ｏ ” markers,
followed by the 90 “PMDPmean” values obtained from Incongruent (i.e., “stressed”)
segments, indicated with “﹡” markers. This plot confirms that, indeed, the values of the
“PMDPmean” feature corresponding to the two classes under study are clustered around
different values.

5.6

“Stress” Classification with SVM

After all features are extracted from the physiological signals monitored, the
feature sets are normalized and further processed by a pattern classification system, to
attempt differentiation of the “stress” state (IC Stroop segments) from the normal state (C
Stroop segments) of a person working on a computer task. Given the context of this
project, support vector machines were chosen as the machine learning classification
systems to use.
Data classification by means of SVM is a two-step process. In the first step, a
model is built to describe a predetermined set of data classes based on the training data
set. In the second step the model built through the training phase is used for classification.
The classification accuracy of the model (or classifier) is estimated by the percentage of
test set samples that are correctly classified by the model.
In this study, a particularly interest was placed on determining the stress
classification capability achieved by the pupil diameter monitoring and processing, since
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its use for affective assessment had not been fully studied, in contrast with other
physiological signals, such as GSR and BVP.
To assess the overall usefulness of the pupil diameter signal, the classification
phase of this project was repeated under 3 different conditions:
Only using the feature extracted PD (only 1 feature, “PMPDmean” was used

(i)

for classification);
Using all features extracted from the monitored PD, GSR and BVP signals

(ii)

(all 10 features were used for classification);
(iii)

Excluding the feature extracted from PD signal; (1 feature “PMPDmean” was
excluded, 9 features from GSR and BVP were used for classification).

It should be noted that the prediction performance was evaluated using the 20-fold
cross validation strategy, in each case, to gauge the system classification accuracy in a
realistic fashion.
The experimental data from the 180 segments collected from the 30 volunteers
were processed through the protocol described, to train and verify the performance of the
SVM learning classification systems. The accuracy rates from the experiments performed
to evaluate the proposed affect recognition system by SVM using the “SPIDER” software
package for MATLAB are shown in Table 5-5.
The performance levels observed for the three phases of classification, measured
by their total classification accuracy, will be discussed in the following section.
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Table 5-5: Results of stress classification by support vector machine

SVM Kernel
Phase of
Classification

Linear

Polynomial

RBF

Gaussian

d =3.0

γ =1.0

γ = 1.0

P1: 1 feature from PD

77.78%

77.78%

77.78%

77.78%

P2: 10 features from
PD, GSR and BVP

76.11%

76.67%

73.33%

37.78%

P3: 9 features from
GSR and BVP (PD
Removed)

50.00%

54.44%

48.89%

37.78%

5.7

Discussion of “Stress” Classification with SVM

The outcomes of the SVM classification show that, under controlled conditions,
the simultaneous monitoring and concurrent processing of PD signal, yields acceptable
levels (up to 77.78%) of differentiation between “non-stressed” and “stressed” user states,
as evoked by Congruent and Incongruent Stroop stimulation, respectively. Regardless of
which kernel was utilized, the SVM classifier is able to deal with the complex pattern
distribution, achieving encouraging results for affective recognition.
The interaction of the information provided by the PD signal with other two
physiological signals is also interesting. When the features from GSR and BVP are added
to “PMPDmean” into the affective classification process, the observed system accuracy
decreases slightly (up to 76.67%). This seems to hint that the discrimination performance
of the GSR and BVP features is not as good as that of the PMPD feature.
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In the third phase of the stress classification, it is also observed that with the PD
signal excluded, the recognition rate dramatically dropped to 54.44% (for the best
classifier), which is significantly lower than the accuracy rate in the previous two phases
(both of which include “PMPDmean”). This result seems to indicate that the pupil
diameter signal may be one of the most important physiological signals to involve in the
development of an automated affective recognition system.
In order to obtain more information about the affective sensing performance of
the PD signal, the PD feature (“PMPDmean”) was used in additional SVM classification
experiment as described in the following section.

5.8 Further Discussion of Affective Sensing through a PD Feature with SVM

As mentioned in Chapter 4, the Stroop Test is mainly composed of 3 C and 3 IC
segments. Additionally, illumination increases were introduced in two of these 6
segments. Therefore, as indicated in Figure 4-6, there are four kinds of experimental
situations throughout the test. Accordingly, the PD feature, “PMPDmean” in these 6
Stroop segments of each subject can be divided into four groups according to the
different factors that cause the PD variation (Table 5-6 ).
In this research, there are 30 subjects participated in the experimental protocol,
which yielded a total of 30 segment values of the PD feature for G1 and G3. These 30
subjects also generate 60 segment values for G0 and G2. For each group, the SVM with
polynominal kernel (d=2.0) was applied to evaluate the affective sensing performance for
each case of the PD variation, and the classification results are listed in the Table 5-7.
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Table 5-6: Four groups of PD feature (“PMPDmean”) for each subject

Group

PD changes caused by

Segment(s) in Stroop Test

PAR

PLR

G0

No

No

C1 & C2

G1

No

Yes

C3

G2

Yes

No

IC1 & IC3

G3

Yes

Yes

IC2

Table 5-7: SVM results for four groups of the “PMPDmean” feature

Group (number
of values)

Classification results (number of results)

Accuracy
Rate

TN

TP

FN

FP

G0 (60)

51

0

0

9

85%

G1 (30)

22

0

0

8

73.33%

G2 (60)

0

45

15

0

75%

G3 (30)

0

23

7

0

76.67%

The SVM results of G2 and G3 shows that the AIC successfully minimized the
influence of the PLR in the measured PD signal. Although the classifier can achieve an
accuracy rate of 75% in G2, where the PD signal variations are caused by the PAR only,
it reaches 76.67% for G3, in which the PLR were purposely triggered in addition to the
PAR, by increasing the light intensity above the subject’s eyes.
However, there are multiple false negative (FN) outcomes in G2 and G3. It was
speculated that maybe the “PMPDmean” feature was not sensitive enough. To explore
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this idea further, the GSR feature, “GSRmean”, was added to the “PMPDmean” feature
in a new SVM study. The test and training results are shown in Table 5-8.
Table 5-8: SVM results for four groups of the “PMPDmean” and “GSRmean” features

Group (number
of values)

Classification results (number of results)

Accuracy
Rate

TN

TP

FN

FP

G0 (60)

51

0

0

9

85%

G1 (30)

22

0

0

8

73.33%

G2 (60)

0

46

14

0

76.67%

G3 (30)

0

23

7

0

76.67%

The result of this SVM classification shows that the added GSR feature does not
seem to improve the affective recognition performance of the PD feature. The accuracy
rate of the SVM classifier is close to its performance in Table 5-7. Moreover, the number
of False Negative (FN) classification results in G2 & G3 is close to that in the previous
SVM study as well, which hints that the instances of FN results maybe caused by a low
response of the subjects, in those cases, to the stimuli in the Stroop Test.
In order to compare single-feature SVM classifier performance based on the PD
feature and the GSR feature, the “GSRmean” was used separately in a SVM classification
as well.
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Table 5-9: SVM results for four groups of the “GSRmean” feature alone

Group (number
of values)

Classification results (number of results)

Accuracy
Rate

TN

TP

FN

FP

G0 (60)

20

0

0

40

33.33%

G1 (30)

8

0

0

22

26.67%

G2 (60)

0

51

9

0

85%

G3 (30)

0

27

3

0

90%

The SVM results in Table 5-9 show that the SVM classification of the “GSRmean”
feature provides high sensitivity. It reaches a high accuracy rate of 85% in G2 and 90% in
G3, where the PAR is triggered by the IC Stroop segments. However, it is not selective
enough, since its classification rate in G0 and G1 is low (33.33% for G0 and 26.67% for
G1).
To supplement the analysis of the classification performance achieved in the
previous SVM studies, the classification potential from each single feature derived from
the PD, GSR and BVP signals is investigated separately in Section 5.9 through the ROC
analysis (one feature at a time).

5.9

Discussion of Single Feature Discriminating Capability with ROC

To assess the comparative discriminating capability of each of the features listed
in Table 3-2, their individual ROC curves were plotted and an estimation of the area
under each of them (AUROC) was obtained based on the 180 segment values from each
normalized feature calculated in this study. For each feature, half of these segments
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correspond to “stressed” states induced by IC Stroop stimulation (ideal classifier output =
1), the other half are known to be associated with “relaxed” (C Stroop) intervals (ideal
classifier output = -1).
In the ROC analysis, each point of the curve is determined by comparing the
value of the single detection signal to a specific threshold and determining which portion
of the “positive classifier outputs” match the ideal output (1) and which portion of the
“negative classifier outputs” are in disagreement to the ideal output (-1). These “portions”,
expressed as fractional numbers, yield the coordinates of the ROC point (false positive
rate, true positive rate) for the threshold value tested. The process was carried out using
the ROC MATLAB ® scripts provided by Dr. Gavin C. Cawley. These scripts not only
sweep the complete range of normalized threshold values, [0, 1], and draw the ROC, but
additionally estimate a “convex hull” that fits the actual ROC points calculated. The
convex hull is shown with dashed lines in the resulting plots. Additionally, the AUROC
is calculated for each curve.
The resulting AUROC values (Table 5-10) reveal that the “PMPDmean” feature
has the highest discriminating power, followed distantly by the “GSRmean” feature. The
ROC curves for these 10 features are presented next, in Figure 5-13 to Figure 5-22.
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Table 5-10: AUROC results for all 10 features

Signal

Detection Feature

AUROC

PD ( 1 feature)

PMPDmean

0.8546

GSRmean.

0.6756

GSRnum

0.4196

GSRmeanAmp

0.4285

GSRrisingTime

0.4915

GSReng

0.4704

BVPmeanAmp

0.4599

BVPl2h

0.5432

BVPIBImean

0.3991

BVPIBIstd

0.5031

GSR (5 features)

BVP (4 features)
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Figure 5-13: “PMPDmean” ROC curve (AUROC = 0.8546)
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ROC and ROCCH Curve for Feature GSRmean
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Figure 5-14: “GSRmean” ROC curve (AUROC = 0.6756)
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Figure 5-15: “GSRnum” ROC curve
(AUROC = 0.4196)
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Figure 5-16: “GSRmeanAmp” ROC curve
(AUROC = 0.4285)
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Figure 5-17: “GSRrisingTime” ROC curve
(AUROC = 0.4915)
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Figure 5-18: “GSReng” ROC curve
(AUROC = 0.4704)
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Figure 5-19: “BVPmeanAmp” ROC curve
(AUROC = 0.4599)
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Figure 5-20: “BVPl2h” ROC curve
(AUROC = 0.5432)
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Figure 5-21: “BVPIBImean” ROC curve
(AUROC = 0.3991)
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Figure 5-22: “BVPIBIstd” ROC curve
(AUROC = 0.5031)

From the ROC analysis results for all the 10 features, it is noticeable that the ROC
curve for “PMPDmean” shows a convexity, which brings its area closer to 1
(AUROC_PMPDmean = 0.8546). In contrast, only some of the ROC curves for the other
features show a slight upwards deflection in their trajectories from (0, 0) to (1, 1).
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Figure 5-23: Comparison of AUROC values for all 10 features
Figure 5-23 shows a comparison of the area under the ROC curve (AUROC) for

the 10 single-feature classifiers. This comparison also emphasizes the higher
discriminating power of the “PMPDmean” feature.

5.10

Summary

This chapter presented the overall signal processing results obtained from the PD,
GSR and BVP signals. Ten features (1from PD, 5 from GSR, 4 from BVP) were derived
and normalized, to be used for stress classification by the SVM machine learning
algorithm. Different kernels were used in the implementation of the SVMs used for the
affective classification task, and the performance of the classifier with the different
kernels, and for the three different evaluation phases (“PMPDmean” only, all 10 features
and GSR/BVP features only), were evaluated. The best stress detection accuracy rate is
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achieved by the SVM affective recognition through the PD feature (“PMPDmean”),
which was recorded as 77.78%, (the same for all the SVM kernels investigated). The
further information of this affective classification is discussed by the followed SVM
study.
An important additional stress classification discussion is also provided by the
ROC analysis of each single feature. In this form of analysis, also, the highest AUROC
value (AUROC = 0.8546) resulted from the ROC curve of “PMPDmean”, which strongly
suggests that the PD signal should be considered as one of the most powerful
physiological factors in future automated affect recognition systems to be developed.
This is particularly important because this signal is seldom used in most contemporary
affect recognition system prototypes found in the current literature.
An additional important aspect to note in these results is that the encouraging
level of affective classification observed from the “PMPDmean” feature was achieved
even in spite of the temporary illumination increases introduced during the IC2 and C3
segments of experimentation. This seems to confirm that the AIC system used to process
the PD signal may have been effective in minimizing the impact of the PLR effect in
these segments. This, in turn, would imply that affective sensing based on the PD signal
might be practical even in environments with unconstrained illumination changes.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
6.1

Concluding Remarks

This dissertation has outlined the development of an affective sensing approach to
recognize the “stress” states of computer users through the non-invasive monitoring of
the pupil diameter (PD) signal. An H∞ time-varying (HITV) adaptive algorithm has been
implemented in an adaptive interference canceller (AIC) to discount the dominant
influence of PD variation, the pupillary light reflex (PLR), from a measured PD signal.
The output of the AIC, the MPD signal, was post-processed with the application of a
non-negative constraint followed by median calculation performed on a sliding window,
to generate a PMPD signal, as an indicator of user stress. Specifically, the average value
of PMPD in each Stroop segment of the experiment (“PMPDmean” feature) was
extracted as an indicator of pupillary affective responses (PAR) due to, for example,
subject stress, during the corresponding experimental segment. The approach presented in
this dissertation is, therefore, an initial step toward the goal of providing computers with
the capability of assessing the affective state of their users, through pupil diameter
monitoring, even in the presence of illumination changes.
In the experiment designed for this study, the two affective states to be
differentiated were elicited by exposing the subjects to Congruent (“relaxation”) and
Incongruent (“stress”) Stroop color naming trials. Digital signal processing techniques
were used to extract a total of 10 features from the 3 monitored physiological signals (PD,
GSR and BVP) in each Congruent and Incongruent Stroop segment of the protocol.
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These features were processed by support vector machine (SVM) machine learning
classification systems. Using the single feature derived from the processed pupil diameter
(“PMPDmean”) for the training and testing of the classifier system, an encouraging
classification level of 77.78% was achieved by the SVM. The classification achieved
using simultaneously all the 10 features derived from the PD, GSR and BVP signals for
the SVM classifier yielded a similar accuracy rate of 76.67%. The last phase of
classification evaluation was performed excluding the PD feature from consideration (i.e.,
using only the 9 features extracted from the GSR and BVP signals). The performance of
the classification system trained under this new condition decreased significantly to a
54.44% accuracy rate. These observations suggest that the PD is an important
physiological signal for affective sensing.
To explore the further stress detection merit of the feature derived from the pupil
diameter signal (“PMPDmean”), its single-feature detection power was compared with
that of other 9 features extracted from the GSR and BVP signals, simultaneously
measured from computer users in this project. The comparison was performed through
the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for the individual features. The highest
area under the ROC (AUROC) value of 0.8546 was obtained from the analysis of the PD
feature, “PMPDmean”. This confirms that, indeed, the feature derived from the PD signal
has a higher potential for discriminating between the “relaxation” and “stress” subject
states than individual features derived from GSR and BVP. All of these results strongly
suggest that the PD signal should be considered as one of the most powerful
physiological factors to involve in future automated affective recognition systems.
Furthermore, this dissertation has proposed and tested a signal processing approach
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targeting the minimization of the impact that environmental lighting variations (within
practical application scenarios) would have on this affective sensing modality.
Specifically, the proposed AIC system, with the HITV adaptive algorithm, was shown to
be effective in minimizing the impact of the pupillary light reflexes triggered by the
illumination increases purposefully introduced during the experimental protocol.
With respect to the central questions explored in this dissertation (and posed in
Chapter 2), the answers can be provided as:
Q1 Is it feasible to process the pupil diameter signal to minimize the impact of
illumination intensity on pupil diameter changes?
Yes. The effect of illumination on measured pupil diameter changes can be
modeled and consequently discounted, by an AIC system with the HITV adaptive
algorithm, if an independent measurement of the illumination signal is provided.
Q2 Can an Adaptive Interference Canceller (fed with the measured PD and the
illumination intensity signal) yield a modified pupil diameter signal that is less impacted
by the pupillary light reflex?
Yes. As long as the key conditions for the effective performance of the AIC are
met in the situation being addressed, the AIC is able to provide an improved MPD output,
under the assumption that the transfer function mediating between illumination changes
and corresponding pupil diameter variations can be considered constant within the
interval of study.
Q3 Will the PD signal provide a better assessment of the affective status of the subject
than other physiological signals, such as GSR and BVP?
Yes. The benefits of the using the PD signal for emotion recognition were
confirmed by the encouraging stress detection results through SVM classification of the
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“PMPDmean” feature. The individual feature detector performance assessment by ROC
analysis also shows the advantages of affective sensing based on the PD signal, compared
with other physiological signals (GSR and BVP).

6.2 Limitations of Affective Recognition Approaches Based on Physiological
Signals

Although affective recognition based on the monitoring of the PD signal
circumvents many disadvantages of other modalities, which were introduced in Chapter 2,
it still has its own limitations.
An important limitation in affective monitoring through the pupil diameter signal
is that, currently, PD signal monitoring is totally reliant on the proper setup and operation
of the eye tracker (in this dissertation, the TOBII T60 system). Improper operation of the
eye tracker system, even on a transient basis, could impede the affective sensing process.
Similarly, most physiological-based affective sensing approaches require that the proper
interface be established (and maintained) between the sensors used and the body (or eyes)
of the subject. Fulfilling this requirement may limit the comfort level of the subject,
particularly if the restrictions will be imposed on him/her for a long time. For example, in
the experiments performed for this dissertation, the subject was required to sit still during
the whole experimental period, minimizing movements of his/her head, as well as activity
of his/her left hand. It can be hoped that future sensor technology may provide interface
means that will be more robust and more natural to the user.
Additionally, it should also be acknowledged that individual temperament and
personality affect the expression of emotions. Extroverts tend to be more expressive than
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introverts. Expressive patterns also depend on gender, context, and social and cultural
expectation. To reach the goal of a person-independent emotion recognition system for
universal usage, robust signal processing and pattern recognition techniques that
specifically account for those individual differences may need to be developed.

6.3

Future Work

The development of this dissertation research has revealed the success of affective
sensing through the non-invasive monitoring of the PD signal. However, the proposed
approach can be enhanced by exploring additional research avenues in the future. These
directions will be summarized in the following paragraphs.
 Real-time implementation of the affect sensing system (through PD monitoring);

In this dissertation, the analyses developed are all performed off-line, on
previously recorded data. However, an affective computer in real life would be expected
to operate in real (or near-real) time, interactively tuning its disposition to its user, on the
basis of the assessment of his/her affective state. This desired functionality calls for
on-line, real-time implementation of the affective sensing capabilities. The results from
this study provide a successful starting point for the development of affect sensing that
may, in the future, be implemented for on-line performance.
 Integration of other affective sensing modalities;

Besides physiological signals, such as PD, GSR and BVP, there are many other
factors that can be considered to reflect the affective states of computer users, such as
face expressions, speech activity etc.. This research has only investigated one promising
direction to pursue the affective recognition goal (monitoring of pupil diameter signal).
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Some of the other modalities could be integrated together in the future to seek a better
emotion recognition performance.
 Add self-report stress evaluations to the experiments;

In the experiments conducted for this research, the only two affective states
evaluated were “relaxation” and “stress”. In reality, the degree of stress effectively
induced in the subjects during the experiment may not be uniform. The use of a properly
formulated self-assessment questionnaire, administered to the subject immediately after
the completion of the experimental session could, perhaps, be used to qualify, or even
“weight” the stress level that a given Incongruent Stroop segment effectively represented.
It might then be possible to incorporate this additional information in the classifier
training procedure, to enhance the classification capability ultimately achieved by these
systems.
 Evaluation of the system with larger subject pools.

The system proposed here was developed (i.e., training of the learning classifier)
and evaluated with signals recorded from 30 participants. For each subject, six feature
vectors, i.e., six classification samples, were extracted. This corresponds to 180
classification samples in total that were used to train and test in the SVM machine
learning system. This data sample size should be expanded by collecting data from a
larger pool of subjects, so that the resulting learning classifiers may be better able to
properly recognize the affective status of subjects who did not participate in their
training.
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APPENDIX A – IRB FORM
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APPENDIX B – MATLAB CODE FOR PD, GSR, BVP SIGNALS
PROCESSING & FEATURE EXTRACTION


Main Function : RunSubjectsData.m

clc
clear all
close all
%1. Read all signals in (eg. Subject13).
[PD,IL,GSR,BVP,LAM,RAM,GSR_rlx,BVP_rlx] = StroopTestSignals(0013);
%2. Get the event index (beginning of each segment).
EventIndex = GetEventIndex(LAM,RAM);
%3. Caculate the time-vary parameter Rho for HITV.
rho= SystemVaryLevelPara(IL,EventIndex,1e-8, 5e-7);
% figure;
% plot(rho*1e7);hold on;plot(IL,'g');plot(LAM,'r');plot(RAM,'y');hold
off;
%3. AIC application with HITV for PD and IL.
[AICError,ATFOutput,ATFWeight] = ARAFTV(PD,IL,120,0.001,rho,2.0);
% figure;
% plot (AICError,'-g','DisplayName','AICError','YDataSource','AICError');
% hold on;
% plot (IL, 'DisplayName', 'IL', 'YDataSource', 'IL');
% plot (LAM, 'DisplayName', 'LAM', 'YDataSource', 'LAM');
% plot (PD, 'DisplayName', 'PD', 'YDataSource', 'PD');
% plot (RAM, 'DisplayName', 'RAM', 'YDataSource', 'RAM');
% hold off;
%4.PD Feature Extraction
MPD = AICError;
%noNegMPD= (MPD + abs(MPD))/2;
[meanPMPD,PMPD] = PDFeatureExtraction(MPD, EventIndex, 900);
% figure;
% plot (PMPD,'-g', 'DisplayName', 'AICError', 'YDataSource', 'AICError');
% hold all;
% plot (LAM, 'DisplayName', 'LAM', 'YDataSource', 'LAM');
% plot (RAM, 'DisplayName', 'RAM', 'YDataSource', 'RAM');
% hold off;
% 5.GSR Feature Extraction
[meanGSR, numberofResponse, meanAmplitude, risingTime, eng] = ...
GSRFeatureExtraction(GSR_rlx, GSR, EventIndex,0.01);
% 6.BVP Feature Extraction
[ l2h, mn, st, mBAMP] = BVPFeatureExtraction(BVP_rlx,BVP,EventIndex,0.5);
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Function : StroopTestSignal.m

%Function "StroopTestSignals" is programmed to read all required signal
%into MATLAB and Synchronize the signal of interested for further processing.
%At the same time, it provided the pre-processing of PD signal to remove
%the recording noise.
function [PD, IL, GSR, BVP, LAM, RAM,GSR_rlx,BVP_rlx] =...
StroopTestSignals(curPath)
%1. Read the data in (all data throughout the exp)
[PD_all,IL_all,GSR_all,BVP_all,LAM_all,RAM_all,Blinks_all,BlinkPD_all].
..
= GetSignals(curPath);
le = length(PD_all);
%2. Get GSR&BVP signal in the relax part.(Before Stroop Test)
GSR_rlx = GSR_all(18000:(18000+60*60)); %duration = 4 mins
BVP_rlx = BVP_all(18000:(18000+60*60));
%3. Find the start point of the Stroop Test and select all signals 30
% seconds(1800 samples) before the Stroop Test
ILAM_all = find(LAM_all > 0);
stroopTestStart = ILAM_all(1);
signalStart = stroopTestStart-1800;
%4.Pass PD through an LPF with 512 order, Fcut=0.13
PD_S_LPF = PDFilter(PD_all((signalStart-255):le));
%5. Synchronize other signals
IL = IL_all(signalStart:le);
GSR = GSR_all(signalStart:le);
BVP = BVP_all(signalStart:le);
LAM = LAM_all(signalStart:le);
RAM = RAM_all(signalStart:le);
PD = PD_S_LPF;



Function : GetSignals.m

%Function "GetSignals" reads the recorded data in Matlab, downsample DAQ
%to 60 Hz, and process the blinks in PD.

function [PD,IL,GSR,BVP,LAM,RAM,Blinks,BlinkPD] = GetSignals(curPath)
%1.Read data from DAQ and downsample them from 360Hz to 60Hz
[IL360 RAu360 LAu360 GSR360 BVP360]=
ReadBinaryFileDaq(curPath);%fs=360Hz
IL60 = downsample(IL360,6);
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GSR60 = downsample(GSR360,6);
BVP60 = downsample(BVP360,6);
le = length(IL60);
[LAM360, RAM360] = GetAudioMarker(LAu360,RAu360);
LAM60 = downsample(LAM360,6);
RAM60 = downsample(RAM360,6);
%2.Read data from TOBII
tobiiData = ReadBinaryFileTobii(curPath); %fs=60Hz
leftEyePD60 = tobiiData(:,1);
rightEyePD60 = tobiiData(:,2);
blinkPD60
= (leftEyePD60 + rightEyePD60)/2;
leftEyeVC60 = tobiiData(:,6);
rightEyeVC60 = tobiiData(:,7);
to

%3. Blink Processing (*If recording begins with blink, shift all signals
%start with first non-blink position
[Blinks60,signalStartPoint] = GetBlinks(leftEyeVC60,rightEyeVC60);
Blinks60 = Blinks60(signalStartPoint:le);
blinkPD60 = blinkPD60(signalStartPoint:le);
IL60 = IL60(signalStartPoint:le);
GSR60 = GSR60(signalStartPoint:le);
BVP60 = BVP60(signalStartPoint:le);
LAM60 = LAM60(signalStartPoint:le);
RAM60 = RAM60(signalStartPoint:le);
%4. PD: Interpolate blink positions.
PD60= BlinkProcessingPD(blinkPD60,Blinks60);
PD = PD60;
IL = IL60;
GSR = GSR60;
BVP = BVP60;
LAM = LAM60;
RAM = RAM60;
BlinkPD = blinkPD60;
Blinks = Blinks60;



Function : ReadBinaryFileDaq.m

%Read DAQ data in to matlab workspace.
function [IL RAu LAu GSR BVP DAQ]= ReadBinaryFileDaq(curPath)
curPath = num2str(curPath);
fid = fopen(cat(2,pwd,'\',curPath,'\DAQ.dat'),'r');
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DAQ = fread(fid,inf,'double');
fclose(fid);
le = length(DAQ);
nCir = 360*5;
rep = floor(le/nCir);
% if write every 1000ms data from DAQ to file not int times, load the
% rest of DAQ data into resDAQ
if nCir*rep == le
rest = 0;
else
rest = 1;
resDAQ = DAQ((nCir*rep+1): le);
le_res = length(resDAQ);
end
% In every times write DAQ to file, data were wrote channel by channel
for i=0:(rep-1)
IL ((i*360+1) : (i*360+360)) = DAQ ((i*nCir+1) : (i*nCir+360));
LAu ((i*360+1) : (i*360+360)) = DAQ ((i*nCir+361) : (i*nCir+720));
RAu ((i*360+1) : (i*360+360)) = DAQ ((i*nCir+721) : (i*nCir+1080));
GSR ((i*360+1) : (i*360+360)) = DAQ ((i*nCir+1081) : (i*nCir+1440));
BVP ((i*360+1) : (i*360+360)) = DAQ ((i*nCir+1441) : (i*nCir+1800));
end
% if wite every 1000ms data from DAQ to file not int times, load the
% resDAQ data into IL,IAu.....
if(rest)
IL((360*rep+1): le/5) = resDAQ((0*le_res/5+1):1*le_res/5);
LAu((360*rep+1): le/5) = resDAQ((1*le_res/5+1):2*le_res/5);
RAu((360*rep+1): le/5) = resDAQ((2*le_res/5+1):3*le_res/5);
GSR((360*rep+1): le/5) = resDAQ((3*le_res/5+1):4*le_res/5);
BVP((360*rep+1): le/5) = resDAQ((4*le_res/5+1):5*le_res/5);
end
IL = IL';
LAu = LAu';
RAu = RAu';
GSR = GSR';
BVP = BVP';



Function : ReadBinaryFileTobii.m

%Read TOBII data in to matlab workspace.
function data = ReadBinaryFileTobii(curPath)
curPath = num2str(curPath);
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fid =
fopen(cat(2,pwd,'\',curPath,'\diameter_pupil_lefteye.txt'),'r');
data(:,1) = fread(fid,inf,'float');
fclose(fid);
fid =
fopen(cat(2,pwd,'\',curPath,'\diameter_pupil_righteye.txt'),'r');
data(:,2) = fread(fid,inf,'float');
fclose(fid);
fid = fopen(cat(2,pwd,'\',curPath,'\timestamp_sec.txt'),'r');
data(:,4) = fread(fid,inf,'int');
fclose(fid);
fid = fopen(cat(2,pwd,'\',curPath,'\timestamp_microsec.txt'),'r');
data(:,5) = fread(fid,inf,'int');
fclose(fid);
data(:,3)=data(:,4)+data(:,5)/1000000;
fid = fopen(cat(2,pwd,'\',curPath,'\validtycode_lefteye.txt'),'r');
data(:,6) = fread(fid,inf,'int');
fclose(fid);
fid = fopen(cat(2,pwd,'\',curPath,'\validtycode_righteye.txt'),'r');
data(:,7) = fread(fid,inf,'int');
fclose(fid);



Function : GetAudioMarker.m

%Function "GetAudioMarker" is to indicate the Audio Marker to Identify IC
%and C part in the Stroop Test.
function [LAM360, RAM360] = GetAudioMarker(LAu360,RAu360)
LAu = LAu360;
RAu = RAu360;
le = length(LAu);
%1.Detect the Audio Trigger
ILAu = find(LAu > 1); %Get index of Audio signals
IRAu = find(RAu > 1);
leL = length(ILAu);
leR = length(IRAu);
%2. Get Marker.
%For each adjacent samples if index difference < 10, consider as one
%marker
j=1;
for i=1:leL-1
if ((ILAu(i+1)-ILAu(i)) > 10)
ILM(j) = ILAu(i);
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end

j=j+1;

end
j=1;
for i=1:leR-1
if ((IRAu(i+1)-IRAu(i)) > 10)
IRM(j) = IRAu(i);
j=j+1;
end
end
%3.For each Marker, define 6 samples after it as marker also
p=1;
for i=1:length(ILM)
for j=0:6
ILM360(p)= ILM(i)+ j;
p=p+1;
end
end
p=1;
for i=1:length(IRM)
for j=0:6
IRM360(p)= IRM(i)+ j;
p=p+1;
end
end
%4.Generate Audio Marker for each channel
LM = -10*ones(le,1);
RM = -10*ones(le,1);
for i=1:length(ILM360)
LM(ILM360(i)) = 10;
end
for i=1:length(IRM360)
RM(IRM360(i)) = 10;
end

LAM360 = LM;
RAM360 = RM;



Function : GetBlinks.m

%Function "GetBlinks" is programmed to Get the blink positions in the PD
%signal and at the same time resize all the other signals
function [Blinks,signalStartPoint] = GetBlinks(leftEyeVC,rightEyeVC)
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%1. Find Blinks(Position).
bothEyesVC = leftEyeVC + rightEyeVC;
le = length(leftEyeVC);
IBlinks = find(bothEyesVC > 0); % find the blink Index(points)
leBlks = length(IBlinks); % Number of blink points
%For each blink point, expand to begins with 2 samples before, and stop
%with 2 samples after
if IBlinks(1) <= 2
IBlinks(1) = IBlinks(1) + 2;
end
if IBlinks(2) <= 2
IBlinks(2) = IBlinks(2) + 2;
end
if IBlinks(leBlks) >= (le-2)
IBlinks(leBlks) = IBlinks(leBlks) - 2;
end
if IBlinks(leBlks-1) >= (le-2)
IBlinks(leBlks-1) = IBlinks(leBlks) - 2;
end
IBlink_ForShift2 = IBlinks - 2;
IBlink_ForShift1 = IBlinks - 1;
IBlink_BackShift2 = IBlinks + 2;
IBlink_BackShift1 = IBlinks + 1;
temp1 = union(IBlink_ForShift2,IBlink_ForShift1);
temp2 = union(temp1,IBlinks);
temp3 = union(temp2,IBlink_BackShift1);
IBlinks_revised = union(temp3,IBlink_BackShift2);
%2.Get Blink positions
blinkPosition = 8 * ones(le,1);
leRvBlks = length(IBlinks_revised); % Number of revised blink points
for m=1:leRvBlks
blinkPosition(IBlinks_revised(m)) = -8;
end
%3.If recording start with blinks, shift to start with the first non-blink.
signalStartPoint = 1;
temp4 = (1:le)';
INBlinks = setdiff(temp4,IBlinks_revised')'; % Find non-blink
Index(points)
if (INBlinks(1)>1)
signalStartPoint = INBlinks(1);
end
Blinks = blinkPosition;
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Function : PDFilter.m

%Function "PDFilter" is programmed to remove the recording noise in the
%PD signal
function out = PDFilter(in)
B = fir1(512,0.0043); % cutoff frequency is 0.13Hz 2/(60/2)=0.0043
A = zeros(length(B),1);
A(1,1) = 1;
fin = filter(B,A,in);
out = fin(256:length(fin));
%
%
%
%
%



figure;
plot(in);hold on; plot(fin,'r');plot(out,'g');hold off
figure;
subplot(2,1,1);plot(in(257:length(in))); title('Recorded PD signal');
subplot(2,1,2);plot(out(257:length(out))); title('Filtered PD signal');

Function : GetEventIndex.m

%Function "GeEventIndex" is programmed to indicate the Audio Marker(
%EventIndex) in the Stroop Test (for GSR&BVP).
function eventIndex = GetEventIndex(LAM,RAM)
ILAM = find(LAM > 0);
IRAM = find(RAM > 0);
IAM = union(ILAM,IRAM);
%At the end of IC, both L and R Audio Channel send out Marker, But we
%only need one.
leIAM = length(IAM);
j=1;
for i=1:leIAM-1
if ((IAM(i+1)-IAM(i)) > 600)
audioMarker(j) = IAM(i);
j=j+1;
end
end
audioMarker(j) = IAM(leIAM);
eventIndex = audioMarker;
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Function : SystemVaryLevelPara.m

%Function SystemVaryLevelPara is programmed to calculated the time-varying
%parameter rho (vary with IL).
function rho = SystemVaryLevelPara(illu,eventIndex,rho_constIL,
rho_varyIL)
IL = illu;
IL_MF = medianfltr (IL, 50);
le = length(IL);
thr = 0.6;
%1.Nomalize IL in Section 2
in = IL_MF(eventIndex(5):eventIndex(7));
mIn = median(in);
maxIn = max(in);
%figure;plot(in);title('Raw IL_MF_2 signal');
IL_MF_2 = (in - mIn) /(maxIn- mIn); % max-median normalization to[0,1]
%figure;plot(IL_MF_2);title('normalized IL_MF_2');
%2. Get High Illumination Intersity Index of IC2
%IL_MF_IC2 = IL_MF(index(6):index(8));
IHIL_2 = find (IL_MF_2 > thr); % Get index of High Illumination
ILIL_2 =0;
ILIL_2 = find (IL_MF_2 < -1.0); % Get index of Low Illumination
%3.Nomalize IL in Section 3
in = IL_MF(eventIndex(8):eventIndex(10));
mIn = median(in);
maxIn = max(in);
%figure;plot(in);title('Raw IL_MF_3 signal');
IL_MF_3 = (in - mIn) /(maxIn- mIn); % max-min normalization to[0,1]
%figure;plot(IL_MF_3);title('normalized IL_MF_3');
%4. Get High Illumination Intersity index of C3
IHIL_3 = find (IL_MF_3 > thr); % Get index of High Illumination
ILIL_3 = 0;
ILIL_3 = find (IL_MF_3 < -1.0); % Get index of Low Illumination
%5. Extend detected high IL by 120 samples (2sec), 60 before, 60 after
ILIL1 = [];
ILIL2 = [];
if ILIL_2 ~= 0
ILIL1 = ILIL_2 + (eventIndex(5)-1);
end
if ILIL_3 ~= 0
ILIL2 = ILIL_3 + (eventIndex(8)-1);
end
ILIL = union (ILIL1, ILIL2);
IHIL1 = IHIL_2 + (eventIndex(5)-1-60);
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le1 = length(IHIL1);
for i=1:120
IHIL1(le1+i)=IHIL1(le1)+i;
end
IHIL2 = IHIL_3 + (eventIndex(8)-1-60);
le2 = length(IHIL2);
for i=1:120
IHIL2(le2+i)=IHIL2(le2)+i;
end
IHIL = union (IHIL1, IHIL2);
%6.Generate rho
rho = rho_constIL * ones(le,1);
rho(IHIL) = rho_varyIL;
if ~isempty(ILIL)
rho(ILIL) = rho_varyIL;
end



Function : ARAFTV.m

%Function ARAFTV is to apply the Adjustable Robust Adaptive Filter with
%H-infinity Time Variation Algorithm.
function [AICError,ATFOutput,ATFWeight] =
ARAFTV(PI,RI,Order,eta,rho,epsilon_g)
%1. Filter Initialisation
%Order - the order of the filter (number of weights)
%eta - Positive constant, control the converging speed. (bigger, faster)
%rho - Positive Constant, a big rho means the filter(weight) vary with time
very fast.
%epsilon_g - Positive constant, once the system is designed, it is
%fixed. Control the system converge or not
d =
X =
len
m =
y =
e =
w =

PI; %d - primary input
RI; %x - reference input
= length(X); % len - length of input;
Order; %m - Order of Adaptive Filter (Number of Weights);
zeros(len,1);
zeros(len,1);
0;

%2. Filter Application
%2.1 For the first epoch
k = 1;
x = X(1);
P = eta;
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IP = inv(P);
IPS = IP - epsilon_g ^(-2) * x * x';
PS = inv(IPS);
g = (PS * x)/(1+x'* PS * x); %Gain factor
w = w + g *(d(k)-x'*w) ;
P = inv(IP+(1-epsilon_g ^(-2))*x*x')+rho(1);
y(1) = x'*w;
e(1) = d(1)-y(1);
%2.2 For the epochs until weight vector reached its full size
for k = 2:m
x = X(1:k)';
x = seqreverse(x)';
w = [w' 0]';
temp = eye(1) * eta;
P = blkdiag(P, temp);
IP = inv(P);
IPS = IP - epsilon_g ^(-2) * x * x';
PS = inv(IPS);
g = (PS * x)/(1+x'* PS * x);
w = w + g *(d(k)-x'*w) ;
P=inv(IP+(1-epsilon_g ^(-2))*x*x')+rho(k)*eye(k);
y(k) = x'*w;
e(k) = d(k)-y(k);
end
%2.3 For the epochs after weight vector reached its full size
for k = (m+1):len
x = X((k-m+1):k)';
x = seqreverse(x)';
IP = inv(P);
IPS = IP - epsilon_g ^(-2) * x * x';
PS = inv(IPS);
g = (PS * x)/(1+x'* PS * x);
w = w + g *(d(k)-x'*w) ;
P=inv(IP+(1-epsilon_g ^(-2))*x*x')+rho(k)*eye(m);
y(k) = x'*w;
e(k) = d(k)-y(k);
end
AICError = e;
ATFOutput = y;
ATFWeight = w;



Function : PDFeatureExtraction.m

%Function MPDFeatureExtraction is programmed to extract PD features from
%the MPD signal for all Stroop Test Segments.
function [meanMPD,ProcessedMPD] = PDFeatureExtraction(mpd, eventIndex,
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windowsize)
% 1. Remove the negtive part of the MPD signal.
noNegMPD= (mpd + abs(mpd))/2;
%2. Processing non-negtive MPD through a fixed sizes window with median
filter
ProcessedMPD = SlidingWindowMedian(noNegMPD,windowsize);
%
%

figure;plot(mpd); title('Raw MPD signal');
hold on;plot(ProcessedMPD, 'g-'); title('Processed MPD signal');
PMPD = ProcessedMPD;
PMPD(1:30) = ProcessedMPD(30); % pre-correct the non-using data
% 3.MPD Feature Extraction for each segment
PMPD_C1 = PMPD(eventIndex(2):eventIndex(3));
PMPD_IC1 = PMPD(eventIndex(3):eventIndex(4));
PMPD_C2 = PMPD(eventIndex(5):eventIndex(6));
PMPD_IC2 = PMPD(eventIndex(6):eventIndex(7));
PMPD_C3 = PMPD(eventIndex(8):eventIndex(9));
PMPD_IC3 = PMPD(eventIndex(9):eventIndex(10));
meanMPD(1) = mean(PMPD_C1);
meanMPD(2) = mean(PMPD_IC1);
meanMPD(3) = mean(PMPD_C2);
meanMPD(4) = mean(PMPD_IC2);
meanMPD(5) = mean(PMPD_C3);
meanMPD(6) = mean(PMPD_IC3);
meanMPD = meanMPD';



Function : SlidingWindowMedian.m

%Function SlidingWindowMean is used to calculate the input signal's median
%value with sliding window.
function median_sliding = SlidingWindowMedian(signal,windowSize)
%------Signal initialization-----s = signal;
le = length(s);
median_sw = zeros(le,1);
%------median Value Analysis by Sliding Window------
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w = windowSize;
if mod(w,2) == 1
w = w + 1;
end %even the window size
for i = (w/2):(le - w/2 + 1)
sw = s((i-w/2+1):(i+w/2-1));
median_sw(i) = median(sw);
end
median_sliding = median_sw;



Function : GSRFeatureExtraction.m

%Function is GSRFeatureExtraction is programmed to extract the 5 GSR
%features from the recorded signal for all Stroop Test Segments.
function [MeanGSR, NumberofResponse, MeanAmplitude, RisingTime, eng] = ...
GSRFeatureExtraction(gsr_rlx, gsr, eventIndex,threshold);
% 1. Filter the current GSR signal.
fgsr = GSRFilter(gsr);
figure;
subplot(2,1,1);plot(gsr); title('Recorded GSR signal');
subplot(2,1,1);plot(fgsr); title('Filtered GSR signal');
% plot(gsr); title('Raw GSR signal');
% hold on;plot(fgsr, 'g-'); title('Filtered GSR signal');
fgsr(1:30) = fgsr(30); % pre-correct the non-using data
fgsr_rlx = GSRFilter(gsr_rlx);
% figure;plot(gsr_rlx); title('Raw GSR_rlx signal');
% hold on;plot(fgsr_rlx, 'g-'); title('Filtered GSR_rlx signal');

% 2. GSR Feature Extraction for each segment
fgsr_C1 = fgsr(eventIndex(2):eventIndex(3));
fgsr_IC1 = fgsr(eventIndex(3):eventIndex(4));
fgsr_C2 = fgsr(eventIndex(5):eventIndex(6));
fgsr_IC2 = fgsr(eventIndex(6):eventIndex(7));
fgsr_C3 = fgsr(eventIndex(8):eventIndex(9));
fgsr_IC3 = fgsr(eventIndex(9):eventIndex(10));
[MeanGSR(1), NumberofResponse(1), MeanAmplitude(1), RisingTime(1), eng(1)]
= GSRProc(fgsr_rlx,threshold);
[MeanGSR(2), NumberofResponse(2), MeanAmplitude(2), RisingTime(2), eng(2)]
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= GSRProc(fgsr_C1,threshold);
[MeanGSR(3), NumberofResponse(3), MeanAmplitude(3), RisingTime(3), eng(3)]
= GSRProc(fgsr_IC1,threshold);
[MeanGSR(4), NumberofResponse(4), MeanAmplitude(4), RisingTime(4), eng(4)]
= GSRProc(fgsr_C2,threshold);
[MeanGSR(5), NumberofResponse(5), MeanAmplitude(5), RisingTime(5), eng(5)]
= GSRProc(fgsr_IC2,threshold);
[MeanGSR(6), NumberofResponse(6), MeanAmplitude(6), RisingTime(6), eng(6)]
= GSRProc(fgsr_C3,threshold);
[MeanGSR(7), NumberofResponse(7), MeanAmplitude(7), RisingTime(7), eng(7)]
= GSRProc(fgsr_IC3,threshold);
MeanGSR = MeanGSR';
NumberofResponse = NumberofResponse';
MeanAmplitude = MeanAmplitude';
RisingTime = RisingTime';
eng = eng';



Function : GSRFilter.m

%Function "GSRFilter" is programmed to remove the recording noise in the
%GSR signal
function out = GSRFilter(in)
B = fir1(64,0.0067); % cutoff frequency is 2Hz 2/(60/2)=0.067
A = zeros(length(B),1);
A(1,1) = 1;
fin = filter(B,A,in);
out = fin(33:length(fin));
%
%
%
%
%



figure;
plot(in);hold on; plot(fin,'r');plot(out,'g');hold off
figure;
subplot(2,1,1);plot(in(33:length(in))); title('Recorded GSR signal');
subplot(2,1,2);plot(out(33:length(out))); title('Filtered GSR signal');

Function : GSRProc.m

%Function GSRProc is programmed to process the selected GSR segment
function [MeanGSR, varargout] = GSRProc(in,threshold)
% figure;plot(in);title('Current Section of GSR ');grid
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% 1. Normalize GSR signal.
MeanGSR = mean(in);
VarGSR = std(in);
% figure;plot(in);title('Raw gsr signal');
in = (in - MeanGSR) / VarGSR; % z-normalization, zero mean, unit variance
%figure;plot(in);title('normalized gsr');
dx = 1/360; % define a small interval to calculate the energy
% 2. Using 7-point Langrange interpolator to let responses clearly out of
% the background signal.
h = 100;
OUT = LangrangeInterpolator(in,h);
% 3. Set a threshold to find zero-crossing points
din = [];
din = OUT + threshold;
din = -1*din;
%figure;plot(din); title('thresholded gsr');grid on;
% 4. process to find the response
startpoint = [];
% 4.1 No GSR response, set NumberofResponse to zero.
if din < 0
NumberofResponse = 0;
varargout{1} = 0;
varargout{Adjouadi #66} = 0;
varargout{3} = 0;
varargout{4} = 0;
varargout{5} = 0;
return
else
% 4.2 Have GSR response, find the index of zero-crossing points.
len = length(din);
[index] = FindIntercept(din);
% Find the peak value and peak location of each left-out
for i = 1:fix(length(index)/2)
sg = din(index(2*i-1):index(2*i));
[pv(i),pi(i)] = max(sg);
th = pv(i) * 0.7;
[index2] = FindIntercept(sg -th);
tempst(i) = index2(1) + index(2*i-1);
end%--------------end for-----------------display(tempst);
eng = 0;
lin = length(tempst);
n = 1;
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for k = 1:lin
sp = tempst(k);
if lin == 1
duration = sp:sp+60*5;
bi(k,1) = {in(duration)};
elseif k == lin % consider the last one and only the first one case
duration = sp:length(in);
if length(duration) < 60*5
bi(k,1) = {in(sp:length(in))};
else
bi(k,:) = {in(sp:sp+60*5)};
end%-----end if-----------else
bi(k,1) = {in(sp:tempst(k+1))};
end %----end if-------------% original gsr amplitude should be > 0.05
%if ((max(bi{k}) - bi{k}(1)) >= 0.05/VarGSR)
if ((max(bi{k}) - bi{k}(1)) >= 0.05)
ci{n} = bi{k}; % c is the desired gsr response
%figure;plot(ci{n});title(['GSR Interval ',num2str(n)])
startpoint(n) = sp;
[maxvalue(n), maxpoint(n)] = max(bi{k});
% find the rising time
amplitude(n) = maxvalue(n) - bi{k}(1);
rstime(n) = maxpoint(n) / 60;
% find the energy under the onset-peak curve area
nL = maxpoint(n)-1;
for i = 0 : nL
yval = ci{n}(i+1)-ci{n}(1);
eng = eng + dx * yval;
end % ----------end for---------n = n+1;
end %----------end if------------NumberofResponse = n - 1;
end%------------end for-----------------end% ---------------end if------------------% 5. Return the different outputs.
if NumberofResponse ~= 0
varargout{1} = NumberofResponse;
varargout{2} = sum(amplitude) / NumberofResponse;
varargout{3} = mean(rstime);
varargout{4} = eng;
else
varargout{1} = NumberofResponse;
varargout{2} = 0;
varargout{3} = 0;
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varargout{4} = 0;
end
% display(startpoint);



Function : LangrangeInterpolator.m

% Function to use 7-point Langrange interpolator to let responses clearly
% out of the background signal.
% SYNTAX: OUT = second_deriv(IN,h);
% h---sampling interval
function OUT = LangrangeInterpolator(IN,h)
[r,c] = size(IN);
if c >1
IN = IN';
end
S = [IN(1)*ones(h,1);IN;IN(r)*ones(h,1)];
[r2,c2] = size(S);
OUT = zeros(r2,c2);
for i = 3*h+1:r2-3*h
OUT(i) =
2*S(i+3*h)+S(i+2*h)-2*S(i+h)-2*S(i)-2*S(i-h)+S(i-2*h)+2*S(i-3*h);
OUT(i) = 1000*OUT(i)/(10*h^2);
end
OUT = OUT(h+1:h+1+r-1);
% IN = currentgsr;h = 100;OUT = d2n(IN,h);figure;plot(OUT);grid



Function : BVPFeatureExtraction.m

%Function is BVPFeatureExtraction is programmed to extract the 4 BVP
%features from the recorded signal for all Stroop Test Segments.
function [ L2H, MN, ST, mBAMP] =
BVPFeatureExtraction(bvp_rlx,bvp,eventIndex,threshold)
% 1. Filter the current BVP signal.
fbvp = BVPFilter(bvp);
%figure;plot(bvp); title('Raw BVP signal');
%hold on;plot(fbvp, 'g-'); title('Filtered BVP signal');
fbvp(1:30) = fbvp(30); % pre-correct the non-using data
fbvp_rlx = BVPFilter(bvp_rlx);
% figure;plot(bvp_rlx); title('Raw GSR_rlx signal');
% hold on;plot(fbvp_rlx, 'g-'); title('Filtered GSR_rlx signal');
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% 2. BVP Feature Extraction for each segment
fbvp_C1 = fbvp(eventIndex(2):eventIndex(3));
fbvp_IC1 = fbvp(eventIndex(3):eventIndex(4));
fbvp_C2 = fbvp(eventIndex(5):eventIndex(6));
fbvp_IC2 = fbvp(eventIndex(6):eventIndex(7));
fbvp_C3 = fbvp(eventIndex(8):eventIndex(9));
fbvp_IC3 = fbvp(eventIndex(9):eventIndex(10));
[ L2H(1), MN(1), ST(1), mBAMP(1)] = BVPProc(fbvp_rlx,threshold);
[ L2H(2), MN(2), ST(2), mBAMP(2)] = BVPProc(fbvp_C1,threshold);
[ L2H(3), MN(3), ST(3), mBAMP(3)] = BVPProc(fbvp_IC1,threshold);
[ L2H(4), MN(4), ST(4), mBAMP(4)] = BVPProc(fbvp_C2,threshold);
[ L2H(5), MN(5), ST(5), mBAMP(5)] = BVPProc(fbvp_IC2,threshold);
[ L2H(6), MN(6), ST(6), mBAMP(6)] = BVPProc(fbvp_C3,threshold);
[ L2H(7), MN(7), ST(7), mBAMP(7)] = BVPProc(fbvp_IC3,threshold);
L2H = L2H';
MN = MN';
ST = ST';
mBAMP = mBAMP';



Function : BVPFilter.m

%Function "BVPFilter" is programmed to remove the recording noise in the
%BVP signal
function out = BVPFilter(in)
B = fir1(64,0.3); % cutoff frequency is 6Hz 6/(60/2)=0.2
A = zeros(length(B),1);
A(1,1) = 1;
fin = filter(B,A,in);
out = fin(33:length(fin));
%
%
%
%
%

figure;
plot(in);hold on; plot(fin,'r');plot(out,'g');hold off
figure;
subplot(2,1,1);plot(in(33:length(in))); title('Recorded BVP signal');
subplot(2,1,2);plot(out(33:length(out))); title('Filtered BVP signal');
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Function : BVPProc.m

%Function BVPProc is programmed to process the selected BVP segment.
function [ L2H, MN, ST, mBAMP] = BVPProc(in,threshold)
% 1. Call 'HeartRate' function to get interval, beat amplitude.
[interval,baseline,beatamp] = HeartRate(in,threshold);
% 2. Call 'spm' function to calculate PSD of interbeat interval.
[L2H, MN, ST] = SPM(interval);
% 3. Get mean value of each beat amplitude.
mBAMP = mean(beatamp);



Function : HeartRate.m

% Function to calculate the heartbeat from BVP signal
function [interval,baseline,beatamp] = HeartRate(in,threshold)
% 1. Normalize the filtered BVP signal.
%in= (in - mean(in)) / std(in); % z-normalization, zero mean, unit variance
% mIn = median(in);
% maxIn = max(in);
% inm = (in - mIn) /(maxIn- mIn);
% 2. Apply the first dirivative meothod
din = diff(in);
din(1:10)=din(10);%pre-correct the non-using data
%min-max normallization (in rang [0 1]
minDin = min(din);
maxDin = max(din);
dp1 = (din- minDin) /(maxDin- minDin);
figure;plot(dp1);grid;title('First Derivative of BVP Signal');
% 3. Set threshold.
len = length(dp1);
pin = dp1 - threshold*(max(dp1));
% figure;plot(pin);grid;title('thresholded bvp');
%pin(1:50) = pin(50);
% 4. Find zero-crossing index.
[temp_index] = FindIntercept(pin);
% 5. Tune to discard the undesired index
% (skip unresaonalbe interval such as very narrow distance between two
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% adjacent index)
start = temp_index(1);
index(1) = temp_index(1);
index(2) = temp_index(2);
k=3;
for i = 3:2:length(temp_index)-1
%if temp_index(i)-start > 160
%if (((temp_index(i)-start) > 36) && ((temp_index(i)-start) <
72))%Normal HeartRate:50-100/sec
if (temp_index(i)-start) > 36
index(k) = temp_index(i);
index(k+1) = temp_index(i+1);
k = k+2;
start = temp_index(i);
end
end
% 6. Get peak index of every beat interval
len_index = length(index);
k = 1;
[y,index(1)] = min(in(1:index(1)));
for i = 1:2:len_index-1
[Y1,I1] = max(in(index(i):index(i+1)));
temp_peak_index(k) = I1; % get the peak of every interval
[Y2,I2] = min(in(index(i):index(i+1)));
temp_vally_index(k) = I2;
end

k = k+1;

% 7. Get indexes of peak and valley points of BVP signal
down_index = downsample(index,2); % get the first point index of every beat
interval
peak_index = down_index + temp_peak_index-1; % get the index of every beat
peak
vally_index = down_index + temp_vally_index-1;
% 8. get the interval of beat to beat (peak to peak)
temp_interval = diff(peak_index);
% 9. To discard the wrong index such as undesirable peak of derivative
nbeat = length(temp_interval);
k = 1;
for i = 1:nbeat
%if temp_interval(i) > 160
if temp_interval(i) > 36
interval(k)= temp_interval(i);
peak(k) = peak_index(i);
vally(k) = vally_index(i);
k = k+1;
end
end
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ibi = interval/60*1000;
% 10. Plot the peak to peak interval
figure;
subplot(2,1,1);stem(interval);title('Beat Interval (samples)')
subplot(2,1,2);plot(ibi);title('Inter-beat Interval (Milliseconds)')
% 11. Get beat amplitude
baseline = in(vally);
beatamp = in(peak) - in(vally);



Function : SPM.m

%Function to use spectrum method to analysis the IBI data
function [L2H, MN, ST] = SPM(interval)
% 1. Calculate the Interbeat Interval IBI (miliseconds).
%ibi = interval/360; % calculate the Interbeat Interval (miliseconds)
ibi = interval/60; % calculate the Interbeat Interval (miliseconds)
% 2. Plot IBI signal.
mibi = mean(ibi)*ones(1,length(ibi));
% figure;plot(ibi);title('IBI signals')
% xlabel('Number of beats');ylabel('duration of beat (milliseconds)');
% hold on; plot(mibi,'g--')
% 3.
% %
fibi
Fs =

Take the inverse of IBI mean value to be the sampling frequency
for the psd processing and its value should be around 1 Hz.
= ibi - mibi;
1/mean(ibi);

% 4. Define a small interval to calculate the area under PSD curve.
dx = 1/(round(Fs*1000));
x = 0:dx:0.5;
% 5. Use welch filter to estimate the PSD of IBI signal.
NFFT = 512;
NOVERLAP = 30;
[Pxx,F] = psd(fibi,NFFT,Fs,[],NOVERLAP);
% figure;plot(F,Pxx);
% set(gca,'XLim',[0 0.5]);
% % set(gca,'YLim',[0 0.2]);
% xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');ylabel(' (milliseconds^2)');
% 6. Find frequency index between 0.01--0.08 Hz, 0.08 -- 0.15Hz and
% 0.15--0.5Hz.
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% 7. Find PSD under different frequency range.
nL = bi - ai + 1;
nH = di - ci + 1;
pL = 0;
for i = 0 : nL
pL = pL + dx * Pxx(i + ai);
end
pL = pL * 10^6; % power of Low frequency range
pH = 0;
for i = 0 : nH
pH = pH + dx * Pxx(i + ci);
end
pH = pH * 10^6; % power of High frequency range
%disp('(pL-power of low frequency range, L2H -- power to
%power)')
% 8. Get low to high PSD ration L2H.
L2H = pL / pH ; % power to power
% pk1 = max(Pxx(ai:bi));
% Get peak PSD value of low frequency range
% pk2 = max(Pxx(ci:di));
% Get peak PSD value of high frequency range
% 9. Get mean value of IBI signal.
MN = mean(ibi); % peak to peak
% 10. Get standard deviation of IBI singal.
ST = std(fibi); % standard deviation of IBI
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